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Skills Lab (SK1X, SK2X) 

Similar to the Resource program, another program 
requiring teacher, parent/guardian and student 
consideration is our Skills Lab Program.  This program is 
designed to assist students who require support in order 
to have increased academic success with the regular 
curriculum.  The Skills Lab teacher and classroom 
teachers will collaborate in developing strategies to assist 
students with meeting outcomes in their academic 
classes.  Support with curriculum will be provided in 
conjunction with teaching learning strategies so that 
students will become independent learners.  Skills Lab is 
open to students in all grades.  

Functional Life Skills Program (FLSX) 

The F.L.S. program is our high school classroom that 
aims to individualize programs for a diverse group of 
moderately and severely educationally challenged 
students.  The majority of our students come from the 
elementary Functional Life Skills programs as well as 
students with multiple disabilities who, prior to entering 
high school, were in integrated elementary settings. 
 

With the assistance of educational assistants, our 
program is able to adapt to the personal, medical, 
academic, social, behavioural and inclusive needs that 
our students may require.  Whenever appropriate and 
possible, our special needs students are integrated into 
regular stream activities and/or classes with any 
necessary support.  We have the space and facilities to 
provide personal care, exercises, adapted computer 
technology, sensory stimulation, quality life experiences, 
basic functional living adaptations and work preparation 
for students with a variety of skills and needs. 

 

Support Programs 
English as an  

Additional Language Program 

ESL/EAL – English as an Additional  
Language Program  

English as an Additional Language is offered to students 
whose first language is not English.  Support is provided 
based on students’ language level and needs.  Students 
can receive credits for up to six EAL courses, once they 
reach a specific benchmark level.  EAL courses focus on 
listening, speaking, writing and reading, and cover a wide 
variety of content.  They are taught by  English as an    
Additional Language Specialist Teachers. 

Beginner’s Class – EAL B10L—(EAB10L) 

This course is offered for students who are new to English 
Language Learning, but have formal education in their 
native country.  Students will learn the basics of English 
and will gain  vocabulary and grammar conventions that 
will help them function in their new country and school.  
The groundwork for the next level of classes will be laid in 
this course. 

Low Intermediate – High Intermediate 
- EAL A20L (EAA20L) - EAL B20L (EAB20L) 

In these courses, students will build on the English skills 
they have previously developed.  The focus for this 
course is to strengthen their academic English abilities to 
help them in their core classes.  Students who wish to 
take these classes should have a language proficiency 
level of A2.1 – B1.1.  In order to take EAL B20L, students 
must have completed EAL A20L. 

Support - (EAL1X and EAL2X) 

These classes are designed for English Language               
Learners who need additional support in their core subject 
areas.  Students will receive one-on-one help with                 
language interpretation and core concepts.  They will                 
receive extra time to focus on their studies.  Students will 
NOT receive a credit for this course, and may only take 
one per semester. Students must have a B20L credit              
before they can ONLY enroll in a support class.  If they do 
not have a B20L credit, they may still enroll in support, 
provided they are in another EAL course. 

English Language Arts 10A (ELA 10S),  
10B(ELB 10S) and History 10S (HIS10S) Sheltered  

These courses have the same outcomes and themes as 
the regular English and History  courses.  However, only 
English as an additional language students will be in the 
class, allowing the teacher to use instruction and                       
assessment strategies more appropriate for the              
English language learner.  Students earn a regular ELA 
and HIS credit for each course upon successful                        
completion. 
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Sciences 09F (SCI09F) 

Sciences 9F est un cours de base qui 
se concentre sur des compétences 
de la résolution de problèmes, l’analyse 
des données, la réalisation de 
graphiques, la rédaction des comptes 
rendus de laboratoire et des devoirs.  
L’objectif est d’équiper les élèves avec 
des outils de savoir-faire et des 
connaissances scientifiques qui les 
permettront d’être plus efficaces dans 
les cours de sciences plus avancés. 
 

Grade 9 science is an introductory course 
that focuses on skill development such as 
problem solving, data analysis, graphing, 
lab write-ups, and the completion of 
homework.  The goal is to provide 
students with a common set of skills and 
knowledge that will make them more 
effective students in future science 
classes. 

 

French Immersion 

Éducation artistique 09 
(ARE09F) & Français A09/B09 

(FRA09F/FRB09F) 

Ce cours vise à cibler les quatre 
domaines d’expression artistique – la 
danse, l’art dramatique, l’art visuel, et 

la musique sous le thème « Jeunesse 
en action ». Les élèves cherchent à 
lier leurs vécus à diverses 
expressions artistiques afin d’explorer 
la culture francophone et le monde qui 

les entoure. Ce cours est intégré aux 
Arts Langagiers de la 9e année et 
s’offre donc au cours de l’année. Les 
thèmes et les activités qui s’y trouvent 
sont conçus pour encourager des 

situations de communication 
authentiques en français pour les 
élèves en immersion. Un esprit 
collaboratif avec d’autres cours d’art 
est encourager et faciliter où possible.  

The aim of the Arts education curriculum 
is to help students understand and value 
arts expressions. Arts Education 9 will 
focus on the theme—taking action. This 
conceptual focus will provide 
opportunities for students to make 
meaningful interdisciplinary connections 
and achieve deeper understandings of 
art, language, expression and identity. 
Each of the four disciplines: Dance, 
Drama, Music and Visual Art will be 
integrated into language arts learning. 
Students in this course will work through 
the lens of the arts in order to meet the 
grade 9 requirements for both French 
Language Arts and Arts education. They 
will study Francophone cultures from 
around the world and continue to 
develop and apply knowledge of 
language and culture through themes 
and activities. This course is designed to 
promote authentic language learning for 
students through interactive tasks. 
Collaborative opportunities with other 
Arts classes in the school will be 
encouraged where possible.  
This is an integrated, non-semestered 

course that runs all year.  
ARE09F-FRA09F-FRB09F 

  

 

This is a program designed for 
students whose first language is 
not French. The French 
Immersion program uses French 
as the primary language of 
instruction and communication in 
the school setting.  Students who 
complete the French Immersion 
program in its entirety receive a 
bilingual certificate. 

Mathématiques 09FX/FZ 
(MTH09FX, MTH09FZ) 

Ce cours dure 1,5 semestres.  
Les thèmes inclus les racines carrées 
et l’aire de la surface, les lois des 
puissances et des exposants, les 
nombres rationnels, les relations 
linéaires, les polynômes, les équations 
et les inéquations linéaires, la similarité 
et les transformations, la géométrie du 
cercle, la statistique et la probabilité. 
 

This course runs over 1.5 semesters.  It 

explores square roots, surface area, 

exponents, rational numbers, polynomials, 

linear equations, inequalities, graphing 

linear equations, scale diagrams, line and 

rotational symmetry, circle and data 

collection. 

 

GRADE 9 
FRENCH IMMERSION PROGRAM 

 
Five compulsory courses taught in 
French Language: 
 

• Arts Education  

• Language 

• Literature 

• Science 

• Math 

• Social Studies 
 
The following classes are taught in 
English: 
 

• Career Education 

• Commerce & Computers 

• English  

• Health 

• Physical Education 

• One elective course 
 
Students must choose 1 class 
from the following electives: 
 

 

• Band 09 

• Choral 09 

 

• Independent Living 09 
 Survey 
 
 

• Industrial Arts 09 Survey                                         
 

• Skills Lab (by teacher 
 recommendation) 
 

French Immersion program 
is available in grade 9 
through 12 
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Français 10F (FRA10F)
Préalable: Français 09 (A et B)  

Prerequisite: French 09 

L’élève continue son cheminement à 
travers 4 volets d’apprentissage 
(écouter, parler, lire, écrire). En étudiant 
la presse écrite, la nouvelle littéraire et la 
chanson populaire, l’élève sera amené à 
développer ses habiletés de langue. 
Français 09 et Sciences Humaines 09 
intégrés est le préalable pour ce cours. 
 

This course maintains student language 

development (listening, speaking, 

reading, and writing) through the lens of 

3 primary units of study. With a focus on 

print media, the short story, and popular 

music, students are guided through 

authentic development of language 

skills.  

Sciences 10F (SCI10F) 
Préalable: Sciences 09    

Prerequisite: Science 09 

Sciences 10F est un cours de sciences 
générales.  Les unités de base sont : la 
motion, les systèmes météorologiques, 
la durabilité des écosystèmes et la 
chimie.  Les concepts sont appliqués 
dans des activités pragmatiques et de 
laboratoire.  Ces thèmes permettront 
aux élèves de sélectionner des cours de 
sciences pour les années suivantes.   
 

Science 10 is a general science course.  
The core units of study are: the physics of 
motion, sustainability of eco-systems and 
chemistry in action.  This preview of our 
senior sciences will assist students with 
selecting further science courses.  This 
course will also develop organizational 
skills, improve lab skills, incorporate math 
concepts into science, and improve 
problem solving abilities. 

Histoire 10F (HIS10F) 
Préalable: Études Sociales 09  
Prerequisite: Social Studies 09 

Ce cours examine la prise de décisions 
politiques et économiques, les relations 
internationales et les idéologies 
principales du 19e siècle. Parmi les 
évènements précis qui sont abordés se 
trouve, la révolution française, la 
révolution industrielle et les causes 
premières de la première guerre 
mondiale. Français 09 et Sciences 
Humaines 09 intégrés est le préalable 
pour ce cours. 
 

This course examines political and 

economic decision-making, international 

relations, and principal ideologies of the 

19th century. Specific themes include the 

French Revolution, the Industrial 

Revolution, and the causes of the First 

World War.  

Fondéments de Mathématiques 
et Pré-Calcul 10F (MFP10F)  

Préalable: Mathématiques 09     
Prerequisite: Mathematics 09 

Ce cours fournira aux élèves les 
habilités et compétences de 
mathématiques et d’analyse critique 
pour l’entrée à la plupart des 
programmes d’études supérieures.  
Les thèmes inclus la mesure, la 
trigonométrie, les exposants, les 
polynômes, la factorisation, les 
nombres irrationnels, et les relations et 
les fonctions. 
 

This course is designed to provide 

students with the mathematical 

understandings and critical-thinking skills 

identified for entry into post-secondary 

programs. Topics include:  measurement, 

trigonometry, exponents, polynomials, 

factoring, irrational numbers and relations 

and functions. 

Fondéments de Mathématiques 
20F (MAF20F)  

Préalable: Fondements de                        
Mathématiques 10 

Prerequisite: Fondements de                  
Mathématiques 10 

Ce cours fournira aux élèves les 
habilités et compétences de 
mathématiques et d’analyse critique 
pour l’entrée aux programmes d’études 
supérieures qui n’ont pas besoin 
d’étude de calcule théorique.  
Les thèmes inclus le raisonnement 
logique, le raisonnement proportionnel, 
la géométrie, la trigonométrie, l’algèbre, 
la probabilité et les statistiques. 
 

This course is designed to provide 

students with the mathematical 

understandings and critical-thinking 

skills identified for post-secondary 

studies in programs that do not require 

the study of theoretical calculus.  Topics 

include:  logical reasoning, proportional 

reasoning, geometry, trigonometry, 

algebra, statistics and probability. 

Français 20F (FRA20F)      
Préalable : Français 10     

Prerequisite : Français 10 

L’élève continue son cheminement  
langagier en visant la communication 
en contextes variés. Les thèmes 
d’études   majeurs dans ce cours sont 
le roman, la presse électronique et les 
médias, et la culture populaire                     
francophone.  
 
Students continue to perfect their         
language skills in a variety of   contexts. 
Major themes of study include The  Novel, 
e-journalism and Media, &  Popular                
Francophone Culture.   

Sciences Humaines 09 
(HUM09F) 

Ce cours vise à développer les 
compétences langagières de l’élève, 
sous l’optique des Sciences Humaines. 

Les élèves développent leurs 
compétences en écoutant, en parlant, 
en lisant et en écrivant; tout en tenant 
compte des rapports entre le présent et 
le passé selon leurs traits distinctifs et 

leurs faits marquants. 

In this course, French Immersion students 

will have the opportunity to develop their 
speaking, listening, reading and writing 
skills while examining Social Studies 
themes. Students are guided through how 
to effectively question, reflect on and 
analyze various aspects of present day 
and historical worldviews. Students also 
search for links between the past and the 
present through their defining 
characteristics and distinguishing 

features.  
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Français Intégré A20F (FIA20F)/
Français Intégré B20F (FIB20F)    

Préalable: Français 10F     
Prerequisite : Français 10F 

Ces 2 cours séparés s’offrent en 11e 
année et également en 12e année afin 
d’offrir une souplesse d’horaire aux 
autres cours aux choix. Dans ces cours, 
l’étude de la langue française est                  
intégrée aux autres disciplines :A20 – 
La sociologie et le cinéma B20 – la  
psychologie et     l’entrepreneuriat   
 

These 2 courses are offered in grade 11 
and also in grade 12 to allow for         
maximum flexibility with other elective 
courses and alternative programs. In 
these courses, study of the French       
language is integrated with other         
disciplines that aren’t always available to 
immersion students on a stand-alone  
basis:  A20- Sociology and Film B20- 
Psychology and Entrepreneurship  

Fondéments de                       
Mathématiques 30F 

(MAF30F) 
Préalable: Fondements de                            

mathématiques 20 
Prerequisite : Fondements de                       

mathématiques 30 

Ce cours aide les élèves à                        
approfondir les connaissances             
mathématiques et les compétences de 
raisonnement critique requises pour 
les études postsecondaires qui ne né-
cessite pas le calcul théorique Les 
thèmes abordés incluent : la                  
comptabilité, le raisonnement, les     
principes de compter, la probabilité, et 
les fonctions (polynomiales,                  
périodiques, logarithmiques, et               
exponentielles). 
 

This course is designed to provide                  
students with the mathematical                       
understandings and critical thinking skills 

identified for post-secondary    studies in 
programs that do not require the study of 
theoretical calculus. Topics include:  fi-
nancial decision making, logical               
reasoning, counting principles,              
probability, polynomial functions,                
periodic functions and logarithmic and 
exponential functions.  

Histoire 20F (HIS20F)      
Préalable: Histoire 10F      

Prerequisite: Histoire 10F 

Ce cours porte sur la Première Guerre 
Mondiale, le totalitarisme, la Deuxième 
Guerre Mondiale, la Guerre froide, et 
le monde mode rne. Les grands              
évènements de la dernière décennie 
seront aussi    abordés. 
 

This course focuses on the First World 

War, the rise of totalitarian states, the 
Second World War, the Cold War, and 
an emphasis on current world issues.  

Sciences Sociales 30 (SOC30F)  
Préalable: Histoire 20F    

Prerequisite: Histoire 20F 

Ce cours porte sur l’évolution                    
politique, économique et sociale du 
Canada. La dualité culturelle et les    
rapports internationaux du Canada sont 
aussi considérés.  
 

Through this course in Canadian                 
Studies, French Immersion students            
examine issues and relationships that 

have influenced our country and those 
that continue to shape Canadians’ lives 
today. Students explore our country’s 
political, economic, and social                  
development and consider Canada’s role 
in international relations.  Français 30F (FIA30F)      

Préalable: Français 20F    
 Prerequisite: Français 20F 

Le but de ce cours est d’amener les 
élèves à se donner une vision du 
monde. Ils auront l’occasion                
d’étudier le roman comme                   
instrument de communication d’une 
vision du monde, le théâtre et la             
poésie.  
 

The purpose of this course is to help 
students shape their worldview which 
will guide them in their adult lives. The 
three units are: the novel, theatre and 
poetry as means of communicating 
worldview. Refinement of oral and                        
written skills is the focus of this course.   
Students will prepare written and oral 
projects in areas including language and 
culture, the media, personal                
independence and current events. 
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Grade 9 Course Requirements to Complete the Middle Years Program 

 

 

ATTENTION: 
STUDENTS ENTERING GRADE 09 

 
Check your choices clearly on the 
course selection sheet. 
 
Be sure that you and your parents 
read the information about courses 
carefully before making selections.  
Grade 9 students must have full 
timetables.  Note which courses are 
compulsory. 
 

COMPULSORY SUBJECTS: 
 

• Career Education 09 

• Commerce & Computer 
 Applications 09 
 

• English A09 

• English B09 

• Health 09 

• Mathematics 09 

• Physical Education 09 

• Science 09 

• Social Studies 09 
 
Students must choose an 
Arts Education focus  from the 
following areas: 
 

 

• Visual Art 09  

• Dance 09 

• Drama 09 
 
Students must choose 1 class 
from the following electives: 
 

 

• Band 09 

• Choral 09 
 

• French 09 

• Independent Living 09 
 Survey 

• Industrial Arts 09 Survey 
 

• Skills Lab (by teacher 
 recommendation) 

• English as an Additional 
Language (EAL) (by teacher 
recommendation) 

 

Arts Education 09 Dance 
(ARE09D) 

This is an active and energetic class 
that is an introduction to foundational 
dance techniques, choreography, and 
a variety of dance styles such as hip 
hop, jazz, lyrical, and cultural dance 
styles.  Music, drama, and visual art 
are also studied to enhance the 
understanding of dance with a theme 
of social action.  The semester 
culminates in a live performance 
showcasing student development. 

Arts Education 09 Visual 
(ARE09V) 

This is an exciting hands-on course 
that is designed to inspire creativity 
and ingenuity by challenging one’s 
visual problem solving skills in new 
and unfamiliar ways.  No previous 
experience is necessary as students 
will be taught visual literacy and 
foundational art skills in focus areas 
such as drawing, painting, sculpture, 
ceramics, and print making, while 
investigating curricular themes of 
“Personal Identity” and “Taking 
Action”.  We will also examine the 
relationships among the four strands 
through the integration of dance, 
drama and music throughout the 
course.  This is a chance to develop 
and improve artistic abilities while 
discovering one’s “inner” artist. 

Arts Education 09 Drama 
(ARE09T) 

In drama, students will participate in a 
fun, safe, and active environment 
where all students develop their acting 
skills and self-confidence.  No 
experience is required as time will be 
taken to create an environment where 
students are encouraged to take 
dramatic risks.  Students will become 
familiar with theatre as a result of an 
introduction to characterization, script 
work, improvisation and movement.  As 
well students will explore dance, visual 
art and music as it applies to theatre 
and the Arts Education 9 theme of 
“Taking Action”. 

Arts Education 9  
How can we express ourselves through the arts? How can we create or inspire the 
conditions for change? As an introduction to the engaging and experiential learning 
through the arts at Centennial, you will collaborate with your classmates to explore 

topics of concern to youth through four strands of art (drama, dance, music and visual 

art). From the descriptions below, select the area of the arts that you wish to 
focus on with the guidance of a specialist teacher: drama, dance, or visual art.  

Concert Band rehearses every other 
day and is a full year course. Students 
will work with an eclectic repertoire of 
quality music in order to develop the 
following skills and musical 
components: technique, rhythm, aural 
skills, interpretive concepts, and 
historical knowledge. Theory and music 
history are also part of the course 
study. Performances will include three 
concerts at the Centennial Collegiate, 
music festivals in and out of town, and 
other community performances as they 
arise.  Participation in performances is 
an expected part of the course.  
Class Fee:  $35 

Band 09 (BAN09-N) 
Prerequisite:  Grade 8 Band or  
permission from the instructor 

Arts Education 09 Band 
(ARE09B) 

Prerequisites: Grade 8 Band or    
 permission from the instructor 

Meeting every second day all year 
long, this course offers students the 
chance to achieve the outcomes of 
Arts Education 09/ primarily through 
their engagement in band. Students 
will work with a wide range of quality 
repertoire in order to further develop 
instrumental technique, rhythmic 
competence, aural skills interpretive 
concepts, theory, and historical 
knowledge. Parallels will be drawn 
with and opportunities provided in 
visual art, dance, and drama in order 
to deepen the understanding of music 
and appreciation for the fine arts within 
the theme of “Taking Action”. Music 
performance opportunities include 
three evening concerts at Centennial, 
music festivals in and out of town, and 
other community performances as 
they arise. Participation in all 
performances is an expected part of 
the course. In addition, students will 
be given the opportunity to take 
advantage of visual art, dance, and 
drama presentations within the city, 
making connections between these 
and their experiences in music. 
Class Fee $35 
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English Language Arts  
A09 & B09 (ELA09 & ELB09) 

English Language Arts A09 and B09 
are language-based courses 
focused on the six strands of ELA: 
speaking, listening, reading, writing, 
viewing, and representing.  The 
courses are organized thematically 
and consist of the following themes: 
 

ELA A09: 

All That I Am: The Search for Self; 
Indigenous and Norse Narratives; 
Conflicts, Issues & Choices: Doing 
the Right Thing 
 

ELA B09: 

Exploring Loyalty, Love & 
Relationships 
Surviving & Conquering 
Looking Beyond: Imagining New 
Worlds & the Future 
 

Types of units studied will include: 
multi-genre thematic, inquiry and 
interdisciplinary units, as well as 
author or genre study units. 
 

Enriched opportunities can be 
experienced within the context of the 
regular ELA 09 classroom.  The ELA 09 
teachers will assess students’ needs for 
adaptation of the regular ELA 09 
course. 

Health 09 (HEA09) 

This compulsory course focuses on 
the holistic development of the 
student.  In accordance with the 
Health Education curriculum, 
students will analyze the role of 
health promotion in making healthy 
decisions related to comprehensive 
approaches to safety, infection/
diseases, relationships, healthy food 
choices, addictions, grief/loss, 
chronic illness, and sexual health. In 
accordance with the division’s 
Assessment for Learning guidelines, 
students will be evaluated using the 
developed rubric. 

French 09 (FRE09) 

Parlez-vous français? The aim of the 
French program is to guide students 
through authentic acquisition of 
language and thinking skills. Over 
the course of the semester students 
will gain basic communication skills, 
use strategies to communicate, gain 
knowledge and expand their cultural 
awareness.  Students will learn 
through activity-based lessons with 
an emphasis on aural and oral 
tasks. Students with French 
Immersion background must identify 
themselves when registering. 
Recommendations will then be 
made for appropriate grade 
placement. 
 

Parlez-vous français? Le but du 
programme de français est d’amener les 
élèves à communiquer et à penser de 
manière authentique en français. Au cours 
du semestre les apprenants gagneront des 
compétences linguistiques de base et ils 
utiliseront des stratégies pour 
communiquer. De plus, les élèves 
ajouteront à leurs connaissances et 
augmenteront leur reconnaissance 
culturelle. Les élèves apprendront à travers 
diverses activités axées sur des tâches 
auditives et orales. Les élèves ayant un 
vécu en Immersion française quelconque, 
doivent s’identifier lors de l’inscription pour 
un placement approprié.  

Independent Living 09 Survey 
(IND09) 

This is an introductory course which 
enables students to experience 
practical skills in foods, clothing and 
safety. 
 
Food Studies—Students will learn 
the basic and safe use of kitchen 
equipment and cooking techniques 
while preparing a variety of foods 
from cookies, quick breads, snacks 
and small meals.  The principles of 
Canada’s Food Guide will be 
emphasized in choosing health food 
alternatives. 
 
Clothing—Students will learn to 
operate the sewing machine and 
study basic techniques in clothing 
construction.  Projects will include:  
samples, a cell phone case, a quilted 
pillow and pyjama pants or boxers.  
Students will be responsible for the 
purchase of sewing supplies for this 
course.   
 
Safety—Students will be introduced 
to the basic safety practices related 
to working in a lab setting and at 
home. 
Class Fee $25 

Choral 09 (CHO09-N) (Noon) 

This course is available to students 
whether or not they have singing 
experience. Students will learn basic 
vocal techniques and music reading. 
They will develop listening skills by 
studying various styles of choral 
music. The class happens before 
school and at lunch and may be taken 
as an eleventh class.  Students will 
perform at three concerts at 
Centennial Collegiate as well as at 
festivals and other concerts in the 
community as opportunities arise. 
Class Fee:  $30 

Commerce & Computer               
Applications 09 (CCS09) 

This hands-on survey course covers 
a variety of subject areas that will 
increase student confidence in many 
software programs available on their 
computers.  Students will learn photo 
manipulation in Photoshop, Basics in 
Computer Science using Scratch 
(Learning how to code), Drafting in 
AutoCAD, and basics in Accounting 
and personal finance.  Using 
Microsoft Office in Word, Excel, and 
keyboarding for personal and 
practical use is also part of this 
course. This course runs every other 
day in one semester, alternating with 
Mathematics 09. 

Career Education 09 (CAR09) 

The career development section of 
the course will help students build a 
positive self-image and help students 
to respond positively to change and 
growth.  Students will utilize career 
information to start career planning 
which reflects lifelong learning and 
will also work towards a life and work 
plan which reflects their own abilities 
and desires. In accordance with the 
division’s Assessment for Learning 
guidelines, students will be evaluated 
according to the developed rubric. 
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Industrial Arts 09 Survey 
(IAS09) 

This is an introductory course in 
industrial arts where students will be 
able to experience safe, practical skills 
in drafting and woodworking. 
 

In Safety, students will be introduced to 
tool and machine safety, and other 
basic safety practices related to working 
in a “shop setting”. 
 

In Drafting, students will learn the use 
of the basic drafting tools used in 
AutoCAD.  Emphasis will be on drafting 
tools, orthographic projection, isometric 
and oblique projection. 
 

In Woodworking, students will learn the 
basic and safe use of a variety of hand 
and power tools by constructing a 
variety of projects. 
Class Fee:  $50 

Mathematics 09 Plus (MTP09) 

This course is designed for students 
with gaps in their previous math 
learning.  It gives an additional 45 
hours of math instruction during the 
year.  In this class, students work on 
an individualized program.  Due to the 
individual program, students need to 
have the ability to work independently.  
This allows each student to study 
important mathematical concepts they 
have not yet mastered the 
Mathematics 9 program.  Upon 
successfully completing this program, 
students will be recommended to 
study one of the grade 10 
mathematics courses. 

Mathematics 09 Enriched 
(MTH09EX and MTH09EZ) 

Students who select this course 
should be strong math students.  The 
pace is accelerated to allow an 
enrichment of the concepts covered in 
Math 09.  This course explores square 
roots, surface area, exponents, 
rational numbers, polynomials, linear 
equations, inequalities, graphing linear 
equations, scale diagrams, symmetry, 
circles and data collection.  Students 
will also complete outcomes in 
Commerce & Computer Applications 
09. 

Soccer Academy 09  
Junior Program (Grade 9) 

Centennial Soccer Academy is a 
program in which players of various skill 
sets and backgrounds will have a 
chance to develop their soccer abilities 
in an environment that is conducive to 
all students.  The focus of the Jr. Soccer 
Academy is on developing strong 
fundamentals in each student.  The Jr. 
Soccer Academy introduces and 
emphasizes the basics in the following 
areas: technical skill, tactical reading of 
the game, positioning, speed of thought 
and action, mental training and sport 
science. The Jr. Soccer Academy 
program runs during semester two and 
will take place three times a week 
(Monday, Wednesday and Friday). 
 
Program Fee:  $200 

Social Studies 09 (SOC09) 

The theme of Social Studies 9 is “Roots 
of Society”.  The purpose of this course 
is to help students know and appreciate 
the past, understand the present, and 
influence the future.  This course 
encourages students to use the 
understandings developed to explore 
and clarify values, discuss issues, 
question and investigate the world, 
solve problems, make decisions, and 
interact with others.  Social Studies 9 
provides students with opportunities to 
make connections between their own 
and other communities and cultures.  
Students study four key units:  Time, 
Change, Causality and Culture.  They 
will be introduced to content areas such 
as calendars and time, various ancient 
civilizations and cultures from around 
the world, various indigenous cultures of 
North, Central and South America, the 
Medieval Age, Feudalism, Reformation, 
Renaissance and more.  Throughout 
the study of Social Studies, students will 
be introduced to diverse perspectives 
that will help students develop an 
awareness of differing understandings 
and worldviews. 

Science 09 (SCI09) 

Grade nine Science is an introductory 
course that focuses on skills such as 
problem solving, data analysis, 
graphing, and experimentation. These 
skills will be developed through the 
units of study: Biology, Chemistry, 
Electricity, and Space. Grade nine 
science will provide students with a 
common set of skills and knowledge 
that will make them more effective 
Science students in future courses. 

Physical  Education 09  
(PEM09/PEF09) 

This course will concentrate on 
promoting a healthy, active lifestyle.   
The students will participate in a variety 
of activities.  The main emphasis will 
be team play and participation.  In 
accordance with the division’s 
Assessment for Learning guidelines, 
students will be evaluated according to 
the developed rubric. 
 

Phys. Ed. Uniform Fee:  $25 
Phys. Ed. Lock Fee:  $5 

Mathematics 09  
(MTH09X and MTH09Z) 

This course explores square roots, 
surface area, exponents, rational 
numbers, polynomials, linear 
equations, inequalities, graphing linear 
equations, scale diagrams, circles and 
data collection.  Students will also 
complete outcomes in Commerce & 
Computer Applications 09. 
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ADDITIONAL 

LANGUAGES 

English Language Arts  
A10 & B10 (ELA10 & ELB10) 

Prerequisites: English A09 &  
English B09 

Each of these compulsory courses 
consists of three themes; a minimum 
of two will be studied. 
 

ELA A10  is theme-based and 
focuses on the following themes 
(and possible sub-themes): 
 

The Unknown – Hopes and Fears 
(Mystery & Suspense, The 
Unexplained, Fantasy, Science 
Fiction, and The Future) 
Challenges – Opportunities and 
Obstacles (Quests & Adventures, 
Courage & Leadership, Struggle & 
Achievement, Conflict, and Search 
for Peace) 
  

ELA B10 focuses on issues 
concerning modern society, and 
focuses on the following themes 
(and possible sub-themes): 
 

Equity and Ethics (Judging & 
Misjudging Others, Rights & 
Responsibilities, Inequalities, Racial 
Tensions, Justice & Fairness) 
Actions and Apathy (Life 
Pressures, Values, Consequences, 
Career Decisions, Apathy vs. Action) 
The World Around and Within Us 
(Survival, Disasters, Animal Rights, 
Urban & Rural Issues, Ecology & 
Technology) 
 

The intent of both courses is to use 
print and non-print materials to hone 
students’ skills in speaking, listening, 
reading, writing, viewing and 
representing. 
 

These courses are also available 
online through the Online 
Learning Centre. 
 
Academically modified opportunities 
can be experienced within the 
context of the regular ELA 10 
classroom.  The ELA teachers will 
assess students’ needs for 
modification. 

English Language Arts  
A10 & B10 (Enriched) 
(ELA10E & ELB10E)  

Pre-Advanced Placement 
Prerequisites: English A09 &  

English B09 

These courses cover the same 
themes as ELA A10 and B10 and 
involve students in skill development 
in the areas of speaking, listening, 
reading, writing, viewing and 
representing.  Pre-AP ELA A/B10 is 
intended to suit the needs of 
students who enjoy ELA and who 
intend to continue their skill building 
by enrolling in Pre-AP ELA 20 in 
Grade 11.  This course offers more 
academic challenge than is available 
in the regular program.  Students 
engage in careful reading and critical 
analysis of literature as they deepen 
their understanding of the ways 
writers use language to provide both 
meaning and pleasure for readers.  
Emphasis is placed on close reading; 
literary analysis of prose, poetry and 
drama; literary terms; and the 
development of composition skills. 

Oui, je parle français! As in French 09, 
the aim of the program is to guide 
students through authentic acquisition 
of language and thinking skills. Over 
the course of the semester students 
will develop their communication 
skills, use strategies to communicate, 
gain further knowledge and continue 
to expand their cultural awareness.  
Students will learn through activity-
based lessons that focus on aural, 
written and oral tasks. Students with 
French Immersion background must 
identify themselves when registering. 

French 20 (FRE20)  
Prerequisite: French 10 

Students will continue to develop 
their knowledge of French language 
and culture through oral, aural and 
written examples.  Activities and 
projects will be the focus.  Students 
will learn from a variety of authentic 
resources.  Students at this level will 
have the opportunity to apply for a 
Saskatoon Public School ten day trip 
to France or a three month 
Saskatchewan-Quebec exchange 
and will learn about other authentic 
learning experiences. 

French 30 (FRE30)  
Prerequisite: French 20 

Refinement of oral, aural and written 
language skills will be the focus of 
this course.  Themes studied will 
include language and culture, current 
events, relationships and media.  A 
variety of authentic resources will be 
used.  Students are able to apply for 
a Saskatoon Public Schools city-
wide trip to France and will learn 
about other government sponsored 
learning adventures. 

French 10 (FRE10)  
No Prerequisite 

Recommended: French 09 

 
 

ENGLISH  
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Creative Writing 20 (ELW20)     
Prerequisite: English A10 or  

English B10 

Be creative and express yourself!  This 
class aims to help students create a 
dossier of their original writings, 
including genres such as short stories, 
poetry, and plays.  Students will learn 
different aspects in creating and sharing 
their own work, workshopping with 
peers, and with their teacher.  If you 
enjoy the fun and daring process of 
putting your thoughts on paper, then 
this is the class for you! 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

English Language Arts 20 
(ELA20)  

Prerequisite: English A10 & English 
B10 

This compulsory course focuses on 
themes about self, society and what it 
means to be human.  Two themes are 
central to this course: 
 

The theme of Recollection – A 
Journey Back includes possible sub-
themes such as: Innocence & 
Experience, Family & Peer 
Relationships, School & Education, 
Wonder & Imagination, and Triumphs 
& Defeats. 
  

The theme of Anticipation – On the 
Threshold includes possible sub-
themes such as: Roles & 
Responsibilities, Choices & 
Commitments, Perspectives & 
Passages, and Values & Goals. 
 
The intent of this course is to use 
print and non-print materials to hone 
students’ skills in speaking, listening, 
reading, writing, viewing and 
representing. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning 
Centre. 
 

Academically modified opportunities can 
be experienced within the context of the 
regular ELA 20 classroom.  The ELA 
teachers will assess students’ needs for 
modification of the regular ELA 20 course. 

English Language Arts 20  
Enriched (ELA20E)  

Pre-Advanced Placement 
Prerequisite:  English A10 &  

English B10 
Instructor permission is required to 

move from regular to enriched levels. 

This course covers the same themes 
as ELA 20 and involves students in 
skill development in the areas of 
speaking, listening, reading, writing, 
viewing and representing.  Pre-AP ELA 
20 is intended to suit the needs of 
students who enjoy ELA and who 
intend to continue their skill building by 
enrolling in AP English Literature and 
Composition in Grade 12.  This course 
offers more academic challenge than is 
available in the regular program.  
Students engage in careful reading and 
critical analysis of literature as they 
deepen their understanding of the 
ways writers use language to provide 
both meaning and pleasure for 
readers.  Emphasis is placed on close 
reading; literary analysis of prose, 
poetry and drama; and the 
development of composition skills. 

English Language Arts A30  & 
B30 (ELA30, ELB30)  

Prerequisite: ELA20 
Only grade 12 students can take 

ELA30 level courses.      
Special situations must be discussed 

with Student Services. 

ELA A 30, entitled Canadian Voices 
and Perspectives, focuses on the 
following themes (and possible sub-
themes): 
 

Canada – Diverse Landscapes & 
People (A Vast & Varied Land, 
Nature & the Seasons, Regional 
Landscapes, Identity & Diversity, 
Personalities &  Values). 
Canada – Diverse Canadian 
Voices (Indigenous Voices Through 
Time, Regional Voices, Multicultural 
Voices, Female and Male Voices, 
Marginalized  Voices). 
 
ELA B 30, entitled World Voices 
and Perspectives, is an issue-
oriented course that focuses on 
human concerns from global 
perspectives using traditional and 
contemporary world literature. Issue-
based themes (and possible sub-
themes) in this curriculum are:   
 

The Human Condition – In Search 
of Self 
 (Identity & Sense of Self, 
Human Qualities & Ideals, Human 
Relationships, Joy & Inspiration, 
Doubt & Fear). 
The Social Experience – Beyond 
Personal Goals 
 (Individual & Social               
Responsibility; Truth & Justice; 
Ambition, Power and the Common 
Good; Social Criticism; Causes & 
Crusades) 
 

The intent of both courses is to use 
print and non-print materials to hone 
students’ skills in speaking, listening, 
reading, writing, viewing and  
representing. 
 

These courses are also available 
online through the Online 
Learning Centre. 
 

Academically modified opportunities can 
be experienced within the context of the 
regular ELA 30 classroom.  The ELA 
teachers will assess students’ needs for                      
modification of the regular ELA 30 
course. 

English Language Arts A30 & 
B30 (Advanced Placement) 

(ELA30P & ELB30P) 
Prerequisite: ELA20 Enriched or  

permission from the instructor 

Advanced Placement (AP) English 
Literature and Composition offers an 
intensive academic curriculum that 
covers the same themes as ELA A30 
and B30.  This course is intended to suit 
the needs of students who enjoy ELA 
and who want to earn the two ELA 30 
credits required by Ministry of Education 
along with a first-year university credit 
after successfully writing an 
international exam in May.  Students 
encounter a learning experience 
equivalent to the introductory year of a 
university literature course; they are 
engaged in careful reading and critical 
analysis of literature as they deepen 
their understanding of the ways writers 
use language to provide both meaning 
and pleasure for readers.  Emphasis is 
placed on close reading; literary 
analysis of prose, poetry and drama; 
recognizing and appreciating various 
styles of writing; and the development of 
composition skills. 

Creative Writing 30 (CRW30)  
Recommended: Completion of  

Creative Writing 20 or referral of an 
ELA teacher 

Students enrolled in Creative Writing 30 
will develop their creative thinking and 
writing skills, use the writing process to 
explore a variety of genres, and practice 
the techniques and exercises used by 
professional writers.  Evaluation for 
each student will be based in large part 
on the quality and presentation of 
original work in a dossier. Class work 
will include: drafts of developing 
manuscripts, weekly writing 
assignments, collaborative workshops 
of writing, attendance at public readings 
by published writers, and presentation 
of work to classmates.  
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 
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ENGLISH  PATHWAY  

English Language Arts 08 

English Language Arts A09 &  
English Language Arts B09 

English Language Arts A10 &  
English Language Arts B10 

English Language Arts 20 
Media Studies 20 

English Language Arts A30 &  
English Language Arts B30 

Creative Writing 30 

Creative Writing 20 

- - - - - - - - - -  
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Band 10 (BAN10-N)   
Recommended: Band 09 or   

permission from the instructor 

Concert Band rehearses every other 
day and is a full year course. Band 10 is 
an extension of Band 9 by which more 
challenging music will be studied in 
order to develop the following skills and 
musical components: technique, 
rhythm, aural skills, interpretive 
concepts, and historical knowledge. 
Theory and music history are also part 
of the course study. Performances will 
include three concerts at Centennial 
Collegiate, music festivals in and out of 
town, and other community 
performances as they arise.  
Participation in performances is an 
expected part of the course.   
Class Fee:  $35 

Choral 10 (CHO10-N) (Noon)  
No Prerequisite 

This course will offer experience and 
skill development in choral singing. 
Students will learn advanced vocal 
techniques and develop music reading 
and listening skills by studying various 
styles of choral music.  The class 
happens before school and at lunch 
and may be taken as an eleventh 
class.  Students will perform at three 
concerts at Centennial Collegiate as 
well as at festivals and other concerts 
in the community as opportunities 
arise.  
Class Fee: $30 

Band 20 (BAN20-N) 
Recommended: Grade 10 Band or 

permission from the instructor 

Concert Band rehearses every other 
day and is a full year course. Band 20 is 
an extension of Band 10 by which more 
challenging music will be studied in 
order to develop the following skills and 
musical components: technique, 
rhythm, aural skills, interpretive 
concepts, and historical knowledge. 
Theory and music history are also part 
of the course study. Performances will 
include three concerts at Centennial 
Collegiate, music festivals in and out of 
town, and other community 
performances as they arise.  
Participation in performances is an 
expected part of the course  
Class Fee:  $35 

Dance 20 (DAN20)  
Recommended: Dance 10 or  

three years previous dance training 
Open to grades 11 and 12. 

In this course students will explore a 
variety of dance forms in order to 
develop an increased awareness of the 
range of dance styles.  Dance 20 
consists of three main components:  
performance, composition and analysis.  
Students will study dance composition 
and work on improving their 
performance skills and dance 
technique.  Students will study through 
practical, visual and written 
experiences. The semester culminates 
in a live recital performance showcasing 
student development. 
 
Class Fees:  $40 

Band 30 (BAN30-N)  
Recommended: Band 20 

Concert Band rehearses every other 
day and is a full year course. Band 30 
is an extension of Band 20 by which 
more challenging music will be studied 
in order to develop the following skills 
and musical components: technique, 
rhythm, aural skills, interpretive 
concepts, and historical knowledge. 
Theory and music history are also part 
of the course study. Performances will 
include three concerts at Centennial 
Collegiate, music festivals in and out 
of town, and other community 
performances as they arise.  
Participation in performances is an 
expected part of the course.  
Class Fee:  $35 

Choral 30 (CHO30-N) (Noon)  
Recommended: Choral 20            

Open to students in grade 12. 

This course is an extension of Choral 
20. Students will continue to develop 
vocal technique and listening styles by 
studying and performing quality choral 
repertoire. The class happens before 
school and at lunch and may be taken 
as an eleventh class.  Students will 
perform at three concerts at Centennial 
Collegiate as well as at festivals and 
other concerts in the community as 
opportunities arise.  
Class Fee:  $30 

Dance 10 (DAN10)  
Open to grades 10, 11 and 12. 

In this course, students will explore a 
wide variety of dance forms in order to 
develop an increased awareness of the 
range of dance styles.  The students, 
individually and collectively, will learn 
about the history, theory and technique 
of each dance discipline.  This is a 
performance-based class. 
As well, injury prevention, expression 
and dance composition are incorporated 
into class work.  Students will study 
through practical, visual and written 
experiences. This course is for all levels 
of dancers. The semester culminates in 
a live recital performance showcasing 
student development. 
 
Class Fee:  $40 

Choral 20 (CHO20-N) Noon 
Recommended: Choral 10 

This course is an extension of Choral 
10. Students will continue to develop 
vocal technique and listening styles by 
studying and performing quality choral 
repertoire.  The class happens before 
school and at lunch and may be taken 
as an eleventh class.  Students will 
perform at three concerts at Centennial 
Collegiate as well as at festivals and 
other concerts in the community as 
opportunities arise.  
Class Fee:  $30 
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Music 10 (Guitar ) (MUS10)  
No Prerequisite 

This course is open to students in 
grade 10, 11, or 12 who have little or 
no musical background - all skill levels 

are welcome! The primary focus is 
using the music curriculum with the 
focus on guitar. There is an emphasis 
on pop, rock, blues, and classical 
music. In addition, this course 

approaches music history, theory, 
ethnomusicology, pop music, music 
appreciation, and composition. Guitars 
and materials are provided in class. 

Music 20 (Guitar ) (MUS20)  
Recommended: Music 10 (Guitar) or 

permission of the instructor  

This course will continue to develop 
skills and concepts from Music (guitar) 
10 with a greater focus on individual 
performance and intermediate-
advanced playing techniques. Although 
the primary focus is performance on the 
guitar with an emphasis on pop, rock, 
blues, and classical music, this course 
also approaches music history, theory, 
ethnomusicology, pop music studies, 
music appreciation, and composition. 
Tablature and traditional notation will be 
used. Guitars and materials are 
provided in class. 

Drama 10 (DRA10)  
No Prerequisite 

This course is a performance-based 
class where students should have a 
desire and a readiness to perform.  No 
experience is required as we study the 
dramatic process and technique.  Also, 
speech, improvisation, script work, and 
movement will be explored.  Regular 
attendance is mandatory. 

Jazz Studies 20 (JAZ20-N)  
Recommended: Band 10 or  

permission from the instructor 

Instrumental Jazz 20 is designed for 
students to explore the craft of 
improvisation, which is at the heart of 

jazz.  The course will focus on listening 
to the works of the masters, chord/
scale study, and improvising on a 
variety of pieces central to the jazz 
repertoire.  An emphasis will be placed 

on developing aural skills.  By the end 
of this course students should have a 
basic understanding of jazz and 
direction for life-long learning.   
This course is open to Grade 11 and 

12 students who are concurrently 
enrolled in band.  Guitarists/vocalists 
may participate subject to an audition/
interview with the instructor.   

Drama 20 (DRA20)  
Recommended: Drama 10 or  
permission from the instructor 

Students will build upon processes 
and techniques introduced in Drama 
10 and will add to their repertoire of 
theatre skills and knowledge.  The 
course allows students to explore 
various theatre genres, acting styles, 
and technical aspects of production.  
Students are encouraged to challenge 
themselves with difficult material, 
including material that they write 
themselves. The expectation is that 
Drama students are committed to 
enthusiasm in participation and 
excellence in performance. Students’ 
appreciation of theatre is developed 
through attendance at live theatre.  
They are also encouraged to 
participate in the extra-curricular 
theatre programs.   

Dance 30 (DAN30)  
Recommended: Dance 20 or  
permission from the instructor          

Open to grades 11 or 12. 

In this course students continue to 
explore a variety of dance forms in 
order to develop an increased 
awareness of the range of dance styles.  
Dance 30 continues to examine three 
main components: performance, 
composition and analysis.  Students will 
study dance composition and work on 
improving their performance skills and 
dance technique.  Analysis of students’ 
work and other professional 
choreographers is also a focus.  
Students will study dance through 
practical, visual and written 
experiences.  In this final year students 
will refine their composition skills as 
they participate in group choreography 
that will be presented in the recital 
showcase at the end of the semester. 
Class Fee:  $40 
 
. 

Dance 30 mark may be used for 
admission or scholarship purposes at the 
University of Saskatchewan. 

Music 30 (Guitar ) (MUS30)  
Recommended: Music 20 (Guitar) or 

permission of the instructor  

A variety of music styles and specific 
topics will be researched, at an 
advanced level. Students will be 
expected to work independently and 
design some of their own learning 
goals in cooperation with the 
instructor. This course has a greater 
focus on performance, composition 
and using technology.   Tablature and 
traditional notation will be used. 
Guitars and materials are provided in 
class.  

Jazz Studies 30 (JAZ30-N)  
Recommendation: Jazz 20 

Instrumental Jazz 30 is a continuation 
of Jazz 20, but with an increased 
emphasis on performance.  To that 
end, students will be involved in a 
number of evening performances over 
the course of the semester; 
participation in these is an expectation, 
not an option.  Students will broaden 
their understanding of chord/scale 
relationships as they continue to 
develop their improvisational 
skills.  Guitarists and pianists will 
expand their knowledge of, and ability 
to construct, a wider range of chord 
voicings.  Bassists will continue to 
expand their ability to construct lines 
which reflect the harmony and style of 
the repertoire.  Aural skills will be 
further developed through learning 
tunes “by ear” as well as performing a 
transcribed solo.  The goal is to create 
independent jazz musicians involved in 
life-long learning aimed at creating 
quality performances of standard jazz 
repertoire.   
This course is open to Grade 11 and 
12 students who are concurrently 
enrolled in Band.   

Drama 30 (DRA30)  
Recommended:  Drama 10 or  

Drama 20 or  permission from the 
instructor 

Drama 30 students will build upon    
processes and techniques                      
introduced in previous drama                   
classes, adding to their repertoire of 
theatre skills and knowledge.  The 
course allows students  to explore              
various genres, acting styles, and                
artistic aspects of production                        
including directing. Students are             
encouraged to challenge themselves 
with difficult material including that 
which they write themselves. The              
expectation is that drama students are 
committed to enthusiasm in                 
participation and excellence in                   
performance. 
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Visual Art 10 (VAR10)  
No Prerequisite 

This course will build on the skills, 
media and theory of Visual Arts.  
Students will develop self-expression 
and technical skills through the four 
major areas (drawing, painting, 
sculpture and printmaking), several 
genres (still life, portraiture, figure, 
landscape, nature, architecture, non-
objective) and a variety of media 
(graphite, coloured pencil, charcoal, 
conte, pastel, ink, acrylic, 
watercolour, clay, wire, glass, paper/
cloth mache). Students will be 
introduced to informal class critiques, 
complete sketchbook exercises 
outside of class time and be given an 
opportunity to complete an 
independent project of their choice at 
the end of the semester.  
Class Fee:  $25 

Visual Art 20 (VAR20)  
Recommended: Visual Art 10,  

Photography 10 or  
permission from the instructor 

Students will build on previous 
artistic experience in a variety of two 
and three dimensional formats while 
exploring various artistic styles.  Art 
history and art criticism will be 
explored in an in-depth manner and 
students will participate in regular 
class critiques.  Media may include 
graphite, coloured pencil, charcoal, 
conte, pastel, ink, acrylic, 
watercolour, collage, clay, and 
plaster using singular and mixed 
media approaches.  Students will 
continue to use a sketchbook for 
planning, practice and research and 
will be given an opportunity to 
explore independent study projects 
as well as work on the potter’s 
wheel. 
Class Fee:  $25 

Pre-AP Visual Art 20 (VAR20S) 
Recommended: Visual Art 10 and 

permission from the instructor 

Artistically advanced students who 
have completed the Visual Art 10 
course are invited to embark on this 
enriched course of study with the 
intention of taking Advanced 
Placement Studio Art 30 in the 
following year in order to develop a 
portfolio of work for submission to the 
College Board.  Emphasis will be 
placed on establishing an 
understanding of the AP Studio Art 
requirements, reaching the level of 
quality that is expected and 
completing a body of work to initiate a 
Drawing, and 2D or 3D Design 
portfolio.  Students will continue to 
use a sketchbook for planning, 
practice and research and will be 
expected to do some extra work 
outside of school to assist them in 
achieving the necessary volume of 
work. 
Class Fee:  $45 

Visual Art 30 (VAR30) 
Recommended: Visual Art 20 or  
Photography/Graphic Arts 20 or   
permission from the instructor 

Visual Art 30 is intended for 
committed art students who wish to 
advance their skills and design 
repertoire.  Canadian art history and 
art criticism will be explored in an    
in-depth manner and students will 
participate in regular class critiques.  
Students will also be given a field 
trip opportunity to critique an art 
exhibition at a local gallery.  Media 
may include graphite, coloured 
pencil, charcoal, conte, pastel, ink, 
acrylic, watercolour, collage, clay, 
wire, paper and plaster using 
singular and mixed media 
approaches.  Students will continue 
to use a sketchbook for planning, 
practice and research and will be 
given an opportunity to explore 
independent study projects during 
the semester. 
Class Fee:  $30 

Advanced Placement (AP)  
Studio Art 30 (VAR30P) and  

Studio Art 30(VAR30L)  
* This is a 2 semester course 

Recommended: Pre-AP or Visual Art 
20 and permission from the instructor 

Students selecting this course must 
also select Studio Art 30L. 

Photography/Graphic Arts students 
should register for Photography/
Graphic Arts in semester one and 

Studio Art 30L in semester two.  

 
Visual Art 30 (VAR30P) - Semester 1 

This enrichment opportunity is 
intended for highly motivated and 
independent senior artists who are 
passionate about art-making and 
would like to work towards a 
university or college-level credit in art. 
The AP curriculum is based on the 
requirements of a first-year university 

studio art course therefore projects 
and pace will reflect this. Students will 
compile a portfolio in one of the 
following areas: Drawing, 2D Design 
or 3D Design and portfolios will be 
graded at an external evaluation by 
the College Board in May. Life 
drawing, in-depth critiques, guest 
artists and field-trips will be special 
highlights of this course.  
Class Fee:  $85 
 
Studio Art 30 (VAR30L) Semester 2 
This semester two course is designed 
to meet the needs of Advanced 
Placement for Studio Art students 
who are completing a portfolio for 
submission to the College Board in 
May. Photography/Graphic Arts 
students who wish to join the AP art 
group should also select this class. 
Students will be completing the 
Concentration section of their 
portfolios, organizing the final senior 
exhibition, creating their own website 
and spending two weeks working with 
a local professional in their field of 
choice. 
Class Fee:  $45 
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Mathematics 11 (MTH11)   
Prerequisite:  Mathematics 09 and 

Mathematics 09 Plus 

This course is designed for                    
theme-based instruction, applying 
mathematics to aspects of day-to-day 
living.  Emphasis is placed on making 
informed decisions within the themes: 
Earning and Spending Money, Home, 
Recreation and Wellness, and Travel 
& Transportation.  Topics include:  
arithmetic operations, logic & 
reasoning, data collection and 
analysis, measurement, angles, 
Pythagorean Theorem, proportional 
reasoning, and income and spending. 

Workplace and Apprenticeship 
Mathematics 20 (MWA20) 
Prerequisite: Workplace and  

Apprenticeship Mathematics 10 

This is the second course in a 
sequence designed to provide 
students with mathematical knowledge 
and skills that will be applicable to 
work and              non-work settings 
throughout their lives. The governing 
themes in this pathway include 
financial literacy, measurement, 
trigonometry, and proportional 
reasoning. The critical thinking skills 
within math workplace and 
apprenticeship represent ways of 
thinking that lend themselves well to 
trades and technology.  

Foundations of  
Mathematics 20 (MAF20) 
Prerequisite: Foundations and  

Pre-Calculus 10 

Mathematics 21 (MTH21) 
Prerequisite: Workplace &  

Apprenticeship Mathematics 10 OR  
Foundations of Mathematics &  
Pre-Calculus 10 OR Math 11 

This course is designed for theme-
based instruction, applying 
mathematics to aspects of day-to-
day living.  Emphasis is placed on 
making informed decisions within the 
themes: Earning and Spending 
Money, Home, Recreation and 
Wellness, and Travel & 
Transportation.  Topics include: 
preservation of equality, numerical 
and proportional reasoning, angles, 
trigonometric ratios, and financial 
decision making including budgets, 
interests and financial services. 

Pre-Calculus 20 (MPC20) 
Prerequisite: Foundations &  

Pre-Calculus 10 
It is strongly recommended that  

students complete  
Foundations of Mathematics 20 
(MAF20) before taking MPC20. 

The pre-calculus pathway is designed 
to provide students with the 
mathematical understandings and 
critical-thinking skills identified for entry 
into post-secondary programs that 
require the study of calculus.  Topics 
include: absolute value, radicals, 
trigonometry, rational expressions and 
equations, factoring, quadratic 
functions, quadratic equations, 
inequalities, reciprocal functions, 
sequences and series. 

Workplace and Apprenticeship 
Mathematics 10 (MWA10) 

Prerequisite: Mathematics 09 and 
Mathematics 09 Plus 

The workplace and apprenticeship 
pathway is designed to provide 
students with mathematical knowledge 
and skills that will be applicable to work 
and non-work settings throughout their 
lives. The governing themes in this 
pathway include financial literacy, 
measurement, trigonometry, consumer 
math and proportional reasoning. The 
critical thinking skills within math 
workplace and apprenticeship 
represent ways of thinking that lend 
themselves well to trades and 
technology.  

Foundations of Mathematics 
and Pre-Calculus 10 (MFP10) 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 09 and 

Mathematics 09 Plus  

This course is the first of a sequence 
of courses designed to provide 
students with the mathematical 
understandings and critical thinking 
skills identified for entry into the 
majority of post-secondary programs.  
Topics include: measurement, 
trigonometry, exponents, polynomials, 
factoring, irrational numbers, and 
relations and functions. 

Foundations of Mathematics 
and Pre-Calculus 10 Enriched 

(MFP10E) 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 09  

Students who select this course should 
be strong math students who enjoy 
mathematics and want more challenge 
than is available in the regular 
program.  This course is the first of a 
sequence of courses designed to 
provide students with the mathematical 
understanding and critical-thinking 
skills identified for entry into the 
majority of post-secondary programs.  
Topics include:  measurement, 
trigonometry, exponents, polynomials, 
factoring, irrational numbers, and 
relations and functions. Students 
considering taking AP Calculus are 
encouraged to take this course.   

This course is the second of a 
sequence designed to provide students 
with the mathematical understandings 
and critical-thinking skills identified for 
most post-secondary studies in 
programs that do not require the study 
of calculus.  Topics include: logical 
reasoning, proportional reasoning, 
geometry, trigonometry, algebra, 
statistics and probability.  Most 
Centennial students take this course 
while in grade 10. 

Foundations of  
Mathematics 30 (MAF30) 
 Prerequisite: Foundations of  

Mathematics 20 (MAF20) 

This course is designed to provide 
students with the mathematical 
understandings and critical-thinking 
skills identified for post-secondary 
studies in programs that do not require 
the study of  calculus.  Topics include: 
financial decision making, logical 
reasoning, counting principles, 
probability, polynomial functions, 
periodic functions, logarithmic and 
exponential functions. 

MATHEMATICS 
These courses are also available online through the Online Learning Centre. 

**Students should refer to possible Mathematics Pathways on Page 19 when considering selections for                   
Mathematics courses.** 
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Statistics 30 (AP)  (MST30-N) 
Prerequisite: Math Foundations 20 

(MAF20),      
Co-requisite: Math Foundations 30 

(MAF30N) 
(Students wanting to take AP 

Statistics 30 must register for both 
Math Foundations 30 and AP 

Statistics 30.                 
 The courses will be integrated with 
each other and will both conclude at 

the end of second semester.) 

This course introduces students to the 
major concepts and tools for collecting, 
analyzing, and drawing conclusions 
from data.  The emphasis is on 
interpreting and using statistics 
intelligently rather than on calculating 
statistics.  This course prepares 
students to take the AP Statistics exam 
in May; if they are successful in this 
exam they can receive credit for a 
university course at most North 
American universities. Students can 
take Statistics 30 in either grade 11 or 
grade 12. 

Calculus 30 (CAL30)   
 Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus 30 

(MPC30) 

Calculus 30 covers elementary 
differential calculus and briefly 
introduces integral calculus.   
 

Please speak to your counsellor if your 
require information about which 
colleges require CAL30. 
 

Workplace and Apprenticeship 
Mathematics 30 (MWA30) 
Prerequisite: Workplace and 

Apprenticeship Mathematics 20 
(MWA20) 

This course is designed to provide 
students with mathematical knowledge 
and skills that will be applicable to work 
and non-work settings throughout their 
lives. The critical thinking skills within 
math workplace and apprenticeship 
represent ways of thinking that lend 
themselves well to trades and 
technology. MWA 30 topics include: 
trigonometry and measurement, 
transformations, logical reasoning, 
measures of central tendency, linear 
relations, probability, and business and 
financial mathematics. 

Pre-Calculus 30 (MPC30)  
Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus 20 

This pathway is designed to provide 
students with the mathematical 
understandings and critical-thinking 
skills identified for entry into                      
post-secondary programs that require 
the study of calculus.  Topics include: 
the unit circle, trigonometry functions, 
trigonometric equations and identities, 
logarithmic and exponential functions 
and equations, counting principles, 
transformations and composition of 
functions, radical functions, rational 
functions and polynomial functions. 

Integral Calculus 30 (CAL30I) 
Prerequisite: Calculus 30 (CAL30) 
Students wanting to take Integral  

Calculus 30 must register for  
AP Calculus 30 

This course is designed to challenge 
motivated and mathematically able 
students and to prepare them for the 
rigors of post-secondary 
mathematics and the AP Calculus 
exam.  Students will explore more 
advanced Calculus topics than are 
studied in Calculus 30 and will 
thereby  consolidate and strengthen 
their algebraic and calculus 
understandings and skills.   

The Advanced Placement (AP) 
Calculus exam is offered in May to 
students who take a grouped program 
of the following two courses:  Calculus 
30 and Integral Calculus 30.  Students 
who achieve a sufficiently high 
standing on this internationally 
recognized external examination can 
earn credit at most North American 
universities.  Students preparing for 
this examination will normally take 
Precalculus 30  in grade 11 or 
semester 1  of grade 12.  Calculus 30 
will be in semester 1 and Integral 
Calculus 30 in semester 2. 

Calculus 30 Advanced  
Placement (CAL30PI) 

Prerequisite / Co-requisite:  
Pre-Calculus 30 (MPC30) 
Students wanting to take  

AP Calculus 30 must register for             
Integral Calculus 30 
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Math 11 
Foundations of 

Mathematics and 
Pre-Calculus 10 

K-9 Mathematics 

Workplace and 
Apprenticeship 
Mathematics 10 

Math 21 

Workplace and 
Apprenticeship 
Mathematics 20 

Foundations of 
Mathematics 

20 

Pre-Calculus 
20 Workplace and 

Apprenticeship 
Mathematics 30 

Pre-Calculus 
30 

Foundations of 
Mathematics 

30 

Calculus 30 

Note:  Students will require at least one 20 level credit in 
any of the three pathways or Math 21 to graduate. 

AP Statistics 30 

Integral 
Calculus 30 

MATHEMATICS  PATHWAY  

AP Calculus 30 
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Students and parents may want to consider several options depending on students’ interests and  post-secondary plans. 
 

Options 1 -  Students considering a post-secondary program (University and some Polytechnic programs)               
but are unsure of program of study.  

 

Students can take a variety of Math pathways.  
 

Option A is an example of the minimum and Option B is an example of the maximum.  
 

Please speak to your counselor for specific advice for your post secondary goals  

Grade Semester 1 Semester 2 Notes for Consideration 

10 
                                       Foundations and  
                                       Pre-Calculus 10 

- This plan is suitable for students who are likely to              
 apply for university programs in the arts or the 
 humanities. 
 

- Most universities require a 30 level math.  With this 
 plan, students will not have a choice of marks that 
 they can use to submit for admission. 

11 Foundations 20 

12 Foundations 30 

A 

OR 

Grade Semester 1 Semester 2 Notes for Consideration 

10 
Foundations and 
Pre-Calculus 10 

Enriched 
Foundations 20 

 
11 Pre-Calculus 20 Foundations 30 and Statistic 30 

12 
 Pre-Calculus 30 and 

AP Calculus 30 
AP Integral Calculus 30 

B  

Options 2 -  Students considering a technical school program (not focused on math or science), or community 
colleges 

Grade Semester 1 Semester 2 Notes for Consideration 

10 Workplace & Apprenticeship 10  - Most university programs will not accept courses  
 from Workplace & Apprenticeship for admission. 
 
- Some technical school programs will not accept  courses 
from the Workplace & Apprenticeship pathway. 

11 Workplace & Apprenticeship 20 (either semester)  

12 Workplace & Apprenticeship 30 (either semester)  

Options 3 -  Students considering a theoretical math or science program at a university or technical school. 

Grade Semester 1 Semester 2 Notes for Consideration 

10 
Foundations and 
Pre-Calculus 10  

 

Foundations 20 
- Most university admission requirements will use a 30 
 level math for admission averages. 

 
- Students may choose to take Foundations 20 in 
 grade 10 and Foundations 30 in grade 11. 

11 
Pre-Calculus 20/
Foundations 30 

Statistics 30 

12 Pre-Calculus 30 Calculus 30 

Options 4 -  Students who struggle with abstract mathematics may choose to study modified mathematics. 

Grade Semester 1 Semester 2 Notes for Consideration 

10 Mathematics 11 (either semester) - Math 21 will allow students to graduate. 
 
- Most university and technical school programs will 
 not accept Math 21 for admission. 11 Mathematics 21 (either semester) 

Some Possible Mathematics Pathways: 

Workplace and  
Apprenticeship 10 
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Soccer Academy 10 (WLL10S) 
Senior Program (Grade 10) 

Prerequisite: Physical Education 09 

Wellness 10 (WLM10 & WLF10) 
Prerequisite: Phys. Ed. 09 

The aim of this program is the 
development of a ‘wellness' philosophy 
and the desire by students to pursue 
wellness as a lifelong behaviour 
pattern. Students must complete 
volunteer hours as outlined by the 
provincial curriculum.  Students 
investigate seven components of 
wellness: 
      -understanding wellness 
      -service learning  
      -physical activity 
      -physical fitness   
      -mental well-being  
      -self-awareness/self-management 
      -culture of safety 

Soccer Academy 20 (PED20S)                        
Senior Program (Grade 11) 
Prerequisite: Wellness 10 

& 

Soccer Academy 30 (PED30S)  
Senior Program (Grade 12) 

Special Physical Education 20 
(PED20) 

Recommended: Wellness 10 
Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

 
& 
 

Special Physical Education 30 
(PED30) 

Open to Grade 12 students. 

High Performance/Personal  
Fitness Special Physical  

Education 20/30(PED20E/30E)  
CO-ED 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

The purpose of this course is to allow 
students to focus on training for a 
specific sport or to achieve personal 
fitness goals.  Due to the nature of this 
course students must be prepared to 
work hard in order to meet their own 
personal objectives for physical 
enhancement.  Training sessions will 
include specified weight training, power 
training, plyometrics, running, core 
strength training, and flexibility and 
cross-training activities. 
Class Fee:  $45 (includes lock) 

The purpose of this course is to help 
girls enhance their weight room 
knowledge and confidence and to 
achieve personal fitness goals. Due to 
the nature of this course students 
must be prepared to work hard in 
order to meet their own personal 
objectives for physical enhancement.  
Training sessions will include specified 
weight training, power training, 
plyometrics, running, core strength 
training, and flexibility and cross-
training activities. 
Class Fee:  $45 (includes lock) 

High Performance/Personal 
Fitness Special Physical  

Education 20/30 
(PED20EF/30EF)   

GIRLS ONLY 
Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION  

Centennial Soccer Academy is a   
program open to all students, both 
male and female, with various skill sets 
and backgrounds who will have a 
chance to develop their soccer abilities 
in a responsive and engaging 
environment. The focus of the Sr. 
Soccer Academy is to reinforce the 
fundamental skill of the game and to    
further advance the knowledge and 
ability of the individual player in the 
following areas: technical skill, tactical 
reading of the game, positioning, 
speed and reaction to specific plays, 
mental training and sport science. 
Students who participate in the 
academy will receive instruction from 
top level coaches from the community 
and have the opportunity to train in the 
state-of-art Sasktel Sport Center. The 
Sr. Soccer Academy runs during 
semester two.  
 
Program Fee: $300  

Centennial Soccer Academy is a   pro-
gram open to all students, both male 
and female, with various skill sets and 
backgrounds who will have a chance 
to develop their soccer abilities in a 
responsive and engaging environment. 
The focus of the Sr. Soccer Academy 
is to reinforce the fundamental skill of 
the game and to    further advance the 
knowledge and ability of the individual 
player in the following areas: technical 
skill, tactical reading of the game, posi-
tioning, speed and reaction to specific 
plays, mental training and sport sci-
ence. Students who participate in the 
academy will receive instruction from 
top level coaches from the community 
and have the opportunity to train in the 
state-of-art Sasktel Sport Center. The 
Sr. Soccer Academy runs during    
semester two.  
 
Program Fee: $300  

This course is designed to provide      
students with the opportunity to           
experience a wide range of lifelong    
physical activities and leisure pursuits, 
as well as further develop personal 
skills, tactics, and strategies. Focus 
will be placed on student leadership, 
and the lifetime pursuit of recreation 
and leisure. This course also includes 
an emphasis on developing and   
maintaining safe and  positive        
relationships, as well as education and 
personal experiences around the     
importance of volunteer and service 
learning work within a community.    
Although leisure and recreational        
activities are the focus, students must 
be committed to participate to the best 
of their ability. Physical activities may      
include: golf, yoga, martial arts, lawn 
bowling, bowling, curling, squash,       
tennis, badminton, indoor games,   
outdoor games, aquatics, slow-pitch, 
weight training, ultimate frisbee, ice 
games, fitness classes, table tennis, 
dance, educational gymnastics,      
billiards, and others. Course material 
will vary each semester.  
 
Class Fee: $100 
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Accounting 10 (ACC10) 
No Prerequisite 

Interested in learning about the 
business world? Do you want some 
practical job-related skills or would you 
like an introduction to accounting for 
personal use?  
 

This introductory course covers the 
complete accounting cycle for both 
service and merchandising businesses. 
Topics include journalizing, posting, 
preparing financial statements and 
banking. Computerized accounting is 
introduced using Excel.   
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Career & Work Exploration 10 
(CWE10)  

No Prerequisite 

This is an exciting program that allows 
students to develop leadership skills 
through community service 

volunteering, school activities and/or 
work placements in the community. 
This one credit course will focus on 
goal setting, personality inventories and 
academic/career exploration. A major 

initiative will provide the student time to 
develop his or her career portfolio. 
Students will complete a resume, a 
covering letter and they will practice job 
interviews. They will complete WHMIS 

training, and will explore Saskatchewan 
Labour Standards. Employability skills 
will be examined and explored 
throughout the term as well. This 
course gives students a chance to 

begin planning toward their career in 
the world of work and will provide them 
an opportunity to gain valuable work 
experience for their resume. Students 
will work four days a week for ten 
weeks during their regularly scheduled 

class time (and sometimes into the 
noon hour) at nearby community-based 
businesses. CWE 10 students will 
begin to build a career portfolio as a 
culminating activity. 

Career Exploration 20/ 
Life Transitions 20  
(CWE20-G/LIF20-G) 

No Prerequisite 

This course, unique to Centennial 
Collegiate, will blend the two courses 
together to make a rich and effective 
delivery of the two curriculums.  The 
delivery of this program would occur 
during period 4 and 5 (all afternoon).  
Students would achieve two credits 
(CWE 20 and Life Transitions 20).  
During the semester students will work 
in a variety of scheduling 
combinations.  Some days the class 
may be scheduled so that students 
would be working in each of the 
curriculum areas at other times during 
the semester the full afternoon will be 
devoted to either life transitions or 
career exploration.  For example, 
students may work all afternoon for 
five weeks at a work placement and at 
other times may spend the entire 
afternoon attending a field trip or 
working on a project related to the life 
transitions objectives.  Students will be 
responsible for their transportation to 
and from their chosen work site.  All of 
the course objectives in each class will 
be met during the semester. 
Life Transitions may include:  activities 
to assist students to deal with                
change throughout their lifetime                      
including, communication, personal                   
self-knowledge, relationships, stress, 
career and planning, time 
management, human sexuality and 
other optional units. 
Career Work Exploration may include: 
evaluation of goals, skills, interests 
and values, an opportunity to explore 
career development through a 
placement in a business, interactive 
activities, workplace safety, labour 
standards, job search, occupation 
research and a year-end portfolio 
project. 

Career & Work Exploration 20 
(CWE20)  

No Prerequisite 

The aim of Career and Work 
Exploration is to provide students with 
opportunities to develop and enhance 
the knowledge, skills and abilities 
necessary to raise awareness, to 
access information, and to 
understand, shape and manage their 
life career development.  Students will 
be able to expand their awareness, to 
explore and to experience various 
work roles through work-based 
learning experiences.  Students will 
work five days a week for ten weeks 
during their regularly scheduled class 
time.  Students will be responsible for 
their own transportation to and from 
their work site. 

 

PRACTICAL AND APPLIED ARTS 

Accounting 20 (ACC20) 
Prerequisite: Accounting 10 

Accounting 20 continues the process 
begun in Accounting 10 - to manage 
business’ financial records.  We will 
investigate merchandising businesses, 
organized as a partnership. Topics will 
include: journalizing, posting, preparing 
payroll records, tax reports, sales tax, 
and income statements. Computerized 
accounting through the use of EXCEL 
will be continued. If you’re interested in 
business concepts, this is a class for 
you! 
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Communication Media 10 
(CME10)  

No Prerequisite 

Communications Media is a course 
where you can learn to be a creator of 
video and audio based productions. 
Learn new ways to express your 
stories, your creativity, and your 
technical skills. This is a subject that 
builds and expands skill sets in media 
creation through the CME 10, 20, and 
30 courses. At the 10 level an 
introduction to: story development, 
video basics, audio engineering, 
lighting, computer editing for story, 
makeup and physical effects, and the 
stages of preproduction, production, 
and post production. This course 
provides creative exploration to develop 
your own stories in live action and an 
introduction to animation.  

Academic Placement: Career & 
Work Exploration B30  

(CWB30-G) 
Application process required. 

Are you planning to attend university 
but aren’t quite sure yet which career 
path to choose?  Want to explore some 
career possibilities through an amazing 
research work experience on the U of S 
campus while you are still in high 
school?  The Academic Research/
Work Placement Program is a single-
credit course available to Grade 12 
students from an academic stream, 
particularly in science and math, and/or 
those with a specialized skill.  Students 
obtain a credit for completing the in-
class component plus an academic 
research/work placement through the 
Career & Work Education 30 (CWE 30) 
course.  The instructional in-school 
component, which includes such things 
as WHMIS training, Occupational 
Health and Safety training, Labour 
Standards, resume writing, personal 
inventories, career research, and the 
development of a professional career 
portfolio is then complemented by the 
ten-week Academic Research/Work 
Placement which is practical research/
work experience in an academic and 
challenging setting at the University of 
Saskatchewan.  Students must go 
through an initial application, interview 
and selection process prior to 
acceptance into this exciting program.  
Apply early through Student Services or 
speak with the CWE30-G teacher! 
 

This class would be offered in period 5 
and students must be prepared to work 
for approximately 2 hours during their 
ten week placement. Students are 
responsible for their own transportation. 
It is recommended that students have a 
period 4 spare to allow flexible work 
hours suited to their work placement.    

Career & Work Exploration 
30A, 30B (CWA30, CWB30)        

Prerequisite: Students must have 
demonstrated mature and reliable 

behavior.  

What are your plans after high 
school? Where is your career plan 
taking you? This exciting two credit 
course is available to grade 11 and 
12 students during periods 4 and 5, 
with a desire to experience career 
choices and develop essential skills in 
a workplace setting. Students will 
begin the course with                        
self-awareness, including goal setting 
and interest, values and skills 
inventories to determine or reaffirm 
their potential choices for future 
career direction. Students will 
complete two 4-week work 
placements during the afternoon in 
the Saskatoon business community 
(usually from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.). 
Students working with journeypersons 
may use their hours towards their 
apprenticeship. Transportation is the 
students’ responsibility. The career 
portfolio, complete with a resume and 
cover letter, as well as achievements, 
will be a valuable project which 
students will keep and update 
throughout their career. Other topics 
covered in this course include 
occupational health and safety, 
human rights, employment equity, job 
search skills and labour standards. 
Students will also explore information 
regarding exchanges, gap years and 
volunteerism. 

This course has been developed for 
students with a keen interest in sewing 
beyond grade nine. Students will  
complete a variety of projects                    
including: samples, strip quilted pin 
cushion, apron or shopping bag, a 
hoodie, as well as projects of their own 
choosing. Students are responsible for 
the purchase of supplies for their    
sewing projects. 
Class Fee:  $25 

Clothing (CLO10)  
Recommended:  Strongly  

recommend IND09 or permission of 
instructor 

Clothing 30 (CLO30)     
 Recommendation:  Clothing 10 or  

permission of instructor.  
Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

This is an advanced class. Students will 
study fashion design from the idea 
stage to production, manufacture     
clothing projects utilizing higher level 
sewing skills and review how clothing is 
merchandised in the public sector.    
Students will choose their own  projects 
based on their previous sewing               
experience. In addition, students will 
develop a sample portfolio.                   
Students are responsible for the                  
purchase of supplies for their sewing            
projects.                    
Class Fee:  $25 

Communication Media 20 
(CME20)  

No Prerequisite 

Communications Media is a course 
where you can learn to be a creator of 
video and audio based productions. 
Learn new ways to express your 
stories, your creativity, and your 
technical skills. This is a subject that 
builds and expands skill sets in media 
creation through the CME 10, 20, and 
30 courses. At the 20 level: expanded 
story and character development, 
camera composition, audio recording 
and engineering, lighting creatively, 
story editing, an introduction to 
computer graphics and effects, building 
efficiency and effectiveness while on a 
live set, and expansion of the stages of 
preproduction, production, and post 
production. This course provides 
creative exploration to develop your 
own stories in live action and an 
introduction to animation  
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 
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Drafting 10 (DRF10)  
No Prerequisite 

Recommended: Industrial Arts 09 
Survey 

Construction and Carpentry 20 
(CAC20)   

Prerequisite: Construction &  
Carpentry 10 

This course will be a continuation of 
Construction and Carpentry 10 where 
machine processes are emphasized 
and students will develop more 
knowledge and greater skills in the use 
of all tools.  The course will be divided 
into two sections – one dealing with 
building construction (floor, wall and 
roof framing).  The project will be a 
garden shed (depending on 
availability).  The other section will deal 
with cabinet construction. 
Class Fee:  $80 

Drafting 20 (DRF20)  
Prerequisite: Drafting 10 

This course guides you through the 
process of designing a house from 
the ground up.  Begin by practicing 

surveying elevations in our       
neighborhood and examine         
construction methods. Using Auto-
CAD and Revit software in the lab, 
you will create a comprehensive set 

of Architectural drawings which   
include Floor Plans, Foundation 
Plans, Elevations, Plot Plans, Joist 
Layout, Wall Sections, and other 
detail drawings. You will create a 

digital walkthrough video of your 
house and present to the class, as if 
selling your design to a home    
building company. 

Construction and Carpentry 30 

(CAC30)  
Prerequisite: Construction &  

Carpentry 20 

The approach is similar to 
Construction & Carpentry 20 with 
increased emphasis on student 
individuality and  self-solution of 
problems. Projects are of a more 
complex nature and include cabinetry 
techniques which are new to the 
student. Procedures and methods 
requiring greater accuracy and more 
precise workmanship are expected. 
Completion of a compulsory project is 
required. Students are expected to 
complete a major project of their own 
choice with permission of the 
instructor. Students should plan on 
additional costs for their own choice 
project(s) as the initial fee is for the 
compulsory project only.   
Class Fee:  $40 

Drafting 30 (DRF30) 
Prerequisite: Drafting 10 (Drafting 20 

Strongly recommended) 

In your final year of drafting, you will 
hone your skills developing 
engineering drawings.   You will 
prepare auxiliary projections, section 
views and assembly drawings.  As a 
final project, you will design a 
machine that will perform a specified 
task, create assembly drawings in 3D 
modelling software, print parts on the 
3D printer, and continually modify and 
refine the design. This course will 
push your technical knowledge and             
problem-solving skills to the limit. 

The main focus of this course is for 
students to complete a common project 
through which they will learn wood         
machine operations, hand and power 
tool processes, safety procedures,  
estimation and fabrication processes, 
planning procedures, measurement 
and lumber layout, as well as assembly 
and finishing.   
Class Fee:  $75 

Construction & Carpentry 10 
(CAC10)  

Recommended:  Industrial Arts 09 
Survey 

This course provides students with the 
opportunity to continue to study in the 
area of food preparation. Students will 
study a variety of modules including 
baking basics, food and health, grains, 
milk and milk products, eggs, yeast 
breads, cakes and pastries, salads and                  
sandwiches. Students are also able to 
earn a Food Safe Certificate, which will                
enhance employment opportunities.   
Class Fee:  $40 

Food Studies 10 (FOO10) 
No Prerequisite 

Communications Media is a course 
where you can learn to be a creator of 
video and audio based productions. 
Learn new ways to express your               
stories, your creativity, and your                
technical skills. This is a subject that 
builds and expands skill sets in media 
creation through the CME 10, 20, and 
30 courses. The 30 level of CME                
provides a large portion of the course 
for production time. This allows for the 
application of the knowledge that you 
have received in the previous  courses. 
Topics that may be covered at the 30 
level: expanded story and character 
development, script psychology,  music 
recording and mixing, lighting                     
emotionally, directing actors, lens 
choices, complete editing with effects, 
audio   correction, colour correction, 
and expansion of the stages of                
preproduction, production, and post 
production. This course will provide the 
environment to create audio and                
visuals for live action and animation 
based productions.  
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Communication Media 30 
(CME30)  

Prerequisite:  Communication 
Media 20  

Entrepreneurship 30 (ENT30) 
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

This course is geared for students who 
are business minded and want to learn 
how to  manage a successful venture.  
Students will have the opportunity to 
meet successful  entrepreneurs to  
identify the challenges and successes 
of running a business.  In developing a 
potential business plan, students     
examine innovations, inventions,                
market research, advertising and                 
operations. You will conclude                   
their semester's work with a pitch                           
of their business idea.   

Drafting is the crucial link between 
having a design idea and turning it 
into reality. In this course you will be 

introduced to technical drawings 
through the use of AutoCAD        
software. You will learn how to     
create drawings of objects in multiple 
views and in 3D representations. The 

units of study include Single View      
Drawings, Orthographic Projections, 
Pictorial Drawings, Dimensioning, 
and 3D Modeling. Understanding 
drafting helps you develop many 

essential skills and provides a    
foundation for future employment or 
post-secondary education. 
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Information Processing 10 
(INF10)  

No Prerequisite 

This course is an introduction to 
computer processing skills from a 
personal use perspective. Emphasis is 
on touch keyboarding and word 
processing.  Computer applications, 
publisher, database, spreadsheet, 
imaging and presentation software are 
other topics included in this computer 
class.  Students will learn how to 
utilize the Internet using specific 
search skills. 

Information Processing 20 
(INF20) 

Recommended: Information  
Processing 10 

The emphasis of this course is on the 
business aspect of information 
processing.  Using MS Office, the 
students will learn an integrated 
program (word processor, 
spreadsheets and data bases) to 
enhance production work.  A variety 
of assignments, as well as the 
integration of components, will be the 
focus of the course.  Students will 
continue to review and develop 
proper keyboarding skills.  Students 
will also explore Microsoft Publisher 
and presentation media programs. 

Life Transitions 20 (LTR20)  
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

Life Transitions 20 is a course designed 
to help students deal with major 
changes encountered in their personal 
lives, their relationships, their 
community, and their careers.  Today it 
is essential that young people are able 
to cope effectively with change. 
 

Some of the topics covered are                 
self-esteem, communications, personal 
relationships, time management, 
community issues and career planning. 

Graphic Arts 20 (GRA20)  
Recommended: Visual Arts 10 or 

Photography 10 

Graphic arts 20 is a design-based 
course that focuses on digital arts, 
printmaking and photography.  
Students learn digital imagery skills 
and explore image manipulation using 
Adobe Creative Suite software.  
Printmaking projects including 
monoprints, silkscreening (t-shirt 
design) and relief prints challenge 
students to develop artistically through 
creative problem solving. This is a fun 
hands-on course that will bring out the 
inner-artist in all students. 
Class Fee:  $30 

Food Studies 30 (FOO30)  
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

This course is intended to teach 
students to plan, prepare and serve 
nutritious, appetizing and appealing 
dishes.  Modules of study include:  
Food Preservation, Soups and Sauces, 
Protein Foods—Meat, Poultry, Fish and 
Alternatives, The Science of Nutrition, 
Creative Baking and International 
Cuisine.  Labs emphasize meals of 
international origin, gourmet style meals 
and entertaining for special occasions. 
Class Fee:  $45 

Graphic Arts 30 (GRA30)  
Recommended: Graphic Arts 20 

Graphics Arts 30 is intended for 
committed design students who work 
well independently in a creative class 
environment. Students learn and 
demonstrate advanced techniques 
with design software, printmaking, 
photography, and digital arts. Artistic 
vision and ability is enhanced in 
preparation for a possible career in 
graphic design industries. There is a 
large degree of personal choice for 
subject matter and design. 
Class Fee:  $30 

Information Processing 30 

(INF30) 
Recommended: Information  

Processing 20 

This course focuses on the business 
side of processing information.  
Advanced production work in MS 
Office, work placements, and              
project-based learning is the main 
focus.  A large portion of the term will 
be devoted to document design which 
combines text and graphics.  Projects 
may include letterheads, business 
cards, newsletters, logo creation, 
advertisements, brochures, and 
webpage design. 

Life Transitions 30 (LTR30)  
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

This is an interesting and engaging 
course that offers opportunities to 
explore issues in the students’ lives.  
This course looks at the major 
changes in students’ lives as they 
prepare for new roles after high 
school.  Life Transitions centres on 
the personal, family, community and 
the career aspects of students’ lives. 
Students will learn decision-making 
skills that they need in today’s world. 
Topics covered include: life roles, 
conflict in relationships, personal 
health, money management, career 
planning, job search and more. 

Interior Design 30 (INT30)  
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

This course is for the student who is 
interested in the creative elements of 
design and home interiors. Students will 
learn to read and draw floor plans, 
design rooms, choose furnishings and 
perform basic home renovation skills 
such as painting, wall papering and art 
for the home. Field trips and design 
presentation will also be a part of this 
course. 
Class Fee:  $30 
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Media Studies 20 (ELM20)  
Prerequisite: English A10 or  

English B10 
Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

Media Studies 20 - is an English credit 
in which we explore film, 
advertisements, and social media as 
our textbooks. Through the exploration 
of popular and classic films, students 
will discover fundamental stories that 
are engrained into our culture. Learn 
about the role mass media, popular 
culture, and social networking plays in 
our contemporary society and in our 
personal lives. How much effect does 
the media we consume everyday have 
on us? Why is it possible to make 
millions of dollars on YouTube and 
social networking? What is internet 
privatization and why is there an 
ongoing battle? Why do some people 
blame video games and music for 
violent crimes? What role does our 
culture play in how we perceive 
content? Media Studies allows for the 
exploration of our immersive culture in 
these topics and more.   

Photography 20 (PHO2O) 
Recommended:  Photography 10 or 

permission from the instructor 

This course builds on previous 
photographic skills while exploring 
advanced lighting and composition.  
Portfolio work focuses on technical 
components as they apply to specific 
photographic fields.  Students will 
have access to cameras, computers 
and studio lighting but must obtain a 
personal SD card for photo storage. 
 
Class Fee:  $20 

Photography 30 (PHO30)  
Recommended: Photography 20 or  

Photography 10 and permission from 
the instructor 

This is an advanced studio class for 
passionate photographers. Portfolio 
work focuses on technique and subject 
matter that is relevant in the 
professional field of photography. 
Students are encouraged to find and 
develop an artistic vision that is 
uniquely their own. Themes are 
suggested occasionally but there is a 
large degree of personal choice for 
subject matter at this level. 
 
Class Fee:  $25 

Photography 10 (PHO10)  
No Prerequisite 

This is a digitally based photography 
course that encourages creativity and 
self-expression. Students learn 
technical aspects of the camera while 
following photographic composition 
guidelines.  Adobe Creative Suite 
software will be used to enhance the 
quality of artwork created.  Students 
will have access to cameras, 
computers and studio lighting but must 
obtain a personal SD card for photo 
storage. 
 
Class Fee:  $20 
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Science 10 (SCI10)  
Prerequisite: Science 09 

Science 10 is a general science course. 
The core units of study are: chemical 
reactions, forces and motion, and 
climate and ecosystem dynamics. This 
preview of senior sciences will assist 
students with selecting courses of 
interest for the future. The course will 
also help develop organization skills, 
lab skills, and incorporating math 
concepts into Sciences. 

Environmental Science is an 
interdisciplinary science course that 
integrates physical and biological 
sciences into the study of the 
environment and the solution of 
environmental problems.  Topics may 
include environmental issues and 
sustainable development. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Science 11 (SCI11)  
Prerequisite: Science 09 or  

Science 09 Modified 

Science 11 is a class for those 
students who struggle with science 
and need a modified credit.  This 
course surveys three different areas of 
science: chemistry, motion, and 
ecosystems.  Science 11 is not an 
appropriate prerequisite for those 
students planning to take regular 20 
level sciences.  

Computer Science 20 (CSC20) 
Prerequisite:  Science 10 

This course is an introduction to 
computer science (computational 
thinking) and problem-solving logic.  
Students will develop general 
concepts of how computers are 
programmed by designing and writing 
their own programs.  Primarily, Visual 
Basic.NET will be used as the 
computing language.  HTML/CSS 
coding skills will also be developed to 
create their own webpage.  
Class Fee:  $15 
 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Health Science 20 (HSC20)  
Prerequisite: Science 10 

Health Science 20 is an interdisciplinary 
science course that integrates physical 
and biological sciences into the study of 
human health.  Topics may include 
human anatomy (structure), physiology 
(function), and various medical 
diagnostic techniques. 

Biology 30 (BIO30)  
Prerequisite: Health Science 20  or 

Environmental Science 20    
 Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

The major themes of this course are 
to examine the significance of 
evolution as a key unifying theme in 
biology and to explore what life is and 
how it changes over time. Students 
will examine the organization of life in 
all kingdoms through the study of 
biomolecules, cellular processes, and 
organism function. In genetics and 
biotechnology, students will explore 
inheritance, and how information is 
stored, transmitted, and expressed at 
chromosomal and molecular levels.  
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

 

SCIENCE 

This 20-level Science is for those 
students who struggle with Science 
and require a modified credit. Health 
Science combines physical and 
biological sciences into the study of 
human health. The Anatomy 
(structure) and Physiology (function) 
topics may include the skeletal, 
muscular, reproductive, and circulatory 
systems. The course may also 
investigate the nature and effects of 
various medical conditions and 
diseases, and diagnostic techniques. 

Health Science 21 (HSC21)  
Prerequisite: Science 10 or  

Science 11 

Environmental Science 20 
(ESC20)  

Prerequisite: Science 10 

Physical Science 20 is a course that 
combines both Physics and Chemistry 
while exploring the relationships 
between matter and energy. Physics 
topics include the study of waves, 
reflection, and refraction, while 
Chemistry deals with nomenclature, 
reactions, and heat. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Physical Science 20 (PSC20) 
Prerequisite: Science 10 

Recommended:  Foundations of 
Mathematics and Pre-Calculus 10 

Chemistry 30 (CHE30)   
Prerequisite:  Physical Science 20 

A major focus of the course is the 
study of the role of chemical properties 
and bonds in determining what makes 
materials suitable for use in specific 
applications. Students will actively 
investigate the nature of equilibrium              
in chemical reactions. In                                   
electrochemistry, students explore 
oxidation-reduction reactions and the 
impact of electrochemistry on society 
and the environment. Other topics 
include organic compounds and              
acid-base chemistry.  
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 
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Physics 30 (PHY30) 
Prerequisite: Physical Science 20 

Recommended: Math Pre-Calculus 20 

This course content includes the study 
of four areas: Forces & Motion, Fields, 
Conservation Laws and Modern 
Physics;. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

SCIENCE  PATHWAY  

Science 08 

Physical Science 20 

Science 09 

Science 10  
(required) 

Science 11 Health Science 21 

Computer Science 20 
Computer Science 

30 

Biology 30 Health Science 20 

Environmental Science 20 

Chemistry 30 

Physics 30 

Computer Science 30 (CSC30) 
Prerequisite: Computer Science 20 

This course develops a student’s 
understanding of the concepts and 
language behind computer software 
using Python as the programming 
language.  Students will develop the 
fluency required to write programs that 
solve a variety of real life problems as 
well as designing and creating computer 
games.  Students who may be 
considering Computer Science at the 
post-secondary level should consider 
this course. 
Class Fee:  $15 
 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Note:  Students will require at least one 20 level credit in any of the 
four pathways or Health Science  21 to graduate. 

(AP) Physics 30: 2 Credit Course 
(PHY30P)  

Prerequisites: Physical Science 20, 
Recommended: Pre-calculus 20 

AP Physics 30 is a full year course 
designed to challenge motivated 
students and to prepare them for rigors 
of post-secondary sciences. The course 
work will focus on the big ideas typically 
included in first year university, algebra-
based physics courses. These courses 
are often a requirement of health 
sciences and other related fields. The 
AP Physics course is designed to be 
offered as a supplement to the 
Saskatchewan Physics 30 and Physical 
Science 20 courses. The outcomes 
reflect the content of the Advanced 
Placement Physics 1 and 2 courses, 
some of which are not in the current 
Saskatchewan courses. Included are 
outcomes related to DC Circuits, 
Torque and Rotational Motion, 
Thermodynamics, Fluids, Magnetism, 
and Electromagnetic Induction. 
Students will be expected to write the 
AP Physics 1 and 2 exams in May.  
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History 10 (HIS10)  
Prerequisite: Social Studies 09 

The goal of History 10 is to help 

students understand the basic 

organizations of industrialized and 

democratic societies.  This class will 

look at a number of significant events 

such as the Renaissance, the American 

Revolution, the French Revolution, the 

Industrial Revolution, and events 

leading to the First World War.  

Students will examine past events to 

see how fundamental social 

organizations evolved to what they are 

today.  Historical content is essential in 

understanding our lives today, but this 

course will also focus on developing 

students’ skills around using, assessing 

and presenting historical evidence.  

Students will learn the skills of how to 

interpret documents, evaluate 

conflicting perspectives, research and 

present findings in both written and 

presentation forms.  The goal of History 

10 is to create lifelong learners who will 

contribute to our democratic process of 

questioning and reflecting. 

History 20 (HIS20)  
Recommended: History 10 or  

Native Studies 10     
Must be in Grade 11 or 12. 

This course is strongly recommended 
for grade eleven students planning to 
attend university.  In addition, the 
course sets the stage for a greater 
understanding of Canadian History 
(History 30) required by students in 
their senior year. 
 

History 20 deals with the exciting and 
turbulent events of the 20th and early 
21st century.  Major course themes 
explore the First and Second World 
Wars, the Russian Revolution, the rise 
of dictatorships (Hitler, Mussolini and 
Stalin), the Holocaust, the Cold War 
and many other political and social 
events.  Examining historical themes 
around nationalism, imperialism, 
militarism and totalitarianism allows 
students to have a greater 
understanding of our current world 
situation. 

History 30 (HIS30) 
Recommended: History 10 or  

Native Studies 10.   
Note: Students must have credit for 
History 30 or Native Studies 30 to  
satisfy graduation requirements.  

Students must be in Grade 12 when 
taking this course. 

The theme of History 30 is “Canadian 
Studies” which includes an 
examination of both pre-Confederation 
and post-Confederation events and 
issues.  The units of study are:  
People and Paradigms, the Road to 
Democracy, External Forces and 
Domestic Realities, Forces of 
Nationalism, and Challenges and 
Opportunities.  Key content areas 
include the Aboriginal Peoples                     
of Canada, Aboriginal and                     
Columbian Worldviews, the Fur   
Trade, Responsible Government, 
Confederation, the National Policy and 
the building of the C.P.R., the Red 
River Resistance, the Numbered 
Treaties, the North West Resistance/
Rebellion, English-French Relations, 
the Great War (World War One), First 
Wave Feminism and the “Persons 
Case”, the Roaring Twenties, the 
Great Depression, World War Two, 
the Cold War and Canada’s status as 
a “Middle Power”, Quebec 
Separatism, Western Alienation, the 
Canadian Identity, Canadian-American 
Relations, the Constitution Act 1982 
and the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, and the post 9/11 Era. The 
key skill of Dialectical Reasoning will 
be employed to address controversial 
issues. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Academically modified opportunities 
can be experienced within the context 
of the regular History 10 classroom.  
The History teachers will assess                
students’ needs for modification. 

History 11 (HIS11)  
Prerequisite: Social Studies 09 
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History Study Tour Program 20 
(HIS20-G)  

Recommended:  History 10, ELA10, 
ELB10 

Students are selected by application 
process.   

Open to Grade 11 students only. 

The History Study Tour Program 
(HSTP) is designed for serious, 
motivated and adventurous students 
who are eager to learn first hand about 
history.  The course will take an inter-
disciplinary approach by examining 
what other subjects can contribute to 
the understanding of history. The 
course is taught over two years starting 
with HSTP 20 (grade eleven) in the 
spring semester and followed by HSTP 
30 (grade twelve) in the following fall 
semester.  Students will receive a credit 
for HIS20 in their grade 11 year and a 
credit for HIS30 in their grade twelve 
year. 
 

In the second year of the program 
(HSTP 30), students will travel 
overseas.  During the two week study 
tour, students will “walk in the footsteps” 
of history to experience first hand a 
variety of museums, galleries, 
battlefields and locations that are rich in 
history, culture and art.  Due to the              
long-term study period overseas, tuition 
for the course will be charged to cover 
travel, accommodations and supplies.   
Please see the HSTP 20/30 brochure 
for further details and cost 
breakdown.     

Indigenous Studies 10 (NAT10)  
Prerequisite: Social Studies 09 

Note:  Native Studies may be taken in 
addition to, or instead of History 10. 

The aim of Native Studies 10 is to 
assist students in developing a personal 
understanding and cultural awareness 
of Aboriginal and Métis people.  
According to the Native Studies 10 
Curriculum Guide, the aim of the 
program is to examine the “unique 
history of Aboriginal people as part of 
… [Canada’s] collective past and 
present reality.  Thus, students will 
benefit from a study of Aboriginal 
peoples because it will give them the 
opportunity to understand and respect 
one another.”   
 

The four units of study include:  
 Identity and Worldviews; Community 
and Kinship, Governance, and 
Economies.   
 
Key areas of focus include: 
  Origin Theories 
  Cultural Identities 
  Uniqueness and Diversity  
  Communitie 
  Elders 
  Families   
  The Fur Trade 
  The Numbered Treaties 
  Traditional Forms of Justice 
  Environmental Determinism 
  Traditional Values and Teachings 
  The Importance of the Bison to 
Plains Nations 
  The First Nations of 
Saskatchewan 
  The Historic Métis Community 
(including an examination of the events 
at Red River and Batoche) 
  Leadership (including an 
examination of Big Bear, Poundmaker, 
Crowfoot, Gabriel Dumont     
and Louis Riel) 
  The Consensus Approach to 
Decision Making 
  Traditional Economies 
  Contemporary Aboriginal 
Organizations such as the A.F.N, the 
F.S.I.N., and the MN-S.   
  Common Elements of Traditional 
Aboriginal Worldviews 

History Study Tour Program 30 
(HIS30-G) 

Recommended: History 10 or  
Native Studies 10 

Students must be in Grade 12 when 
taking this course. 

History Study Tour Program (HSTP) 
30 is the continuation of studies 
within the two year program, but with a 
focus upon Canada. The course 
examines the relationship between the 
people and the land; relationships 
between the members of our society 
and government; Confederation and 
the National Policy; external and 
internal forces that have significantly 
influenced Canada and her people. 
Once again, the inter-disciplinary 
approach will allow the study of events 
that have shaped Canadian history 
through the voices of Canadians. The 
History Study Tour 30 Overseas 
Program occurs during 
November.  Although a number of 
local field trips will be undertaken, the 
major travel component allows 
students to “walk in the footsteps of 
history” during a two week intensive 
study tour overseas. In effect, the 
“classroom” becomes the cities, art 
galleries, theatres, museums, and 
battlefields.  Students will visit many of 
the places extensively studied in their 
class work. Only students enrolled 
in the 20 level History Study Tour 
Program may register for the HSTP 
30 course. 

Law 30 (LAW30) 
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

The Law 30 course is designed to 
provide an overview of the Canadian 
legal system.  Furthermore, an 
increased awareness of the individual 
rights, responsibilities and laws 
governing Canadians will be 
developed.  Major themes around the 
judicial system include: contract, 
criminal, family, human rights, 
property, environmental, international, 
consumer, employment and tort law.  
Specific topics to be examined 
include: the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, the Criminal 
Code of Canada, provincial statutes, 
marriage and divorce law, traditional 
aboriginal approaches to justice, the 
Constitutional Acts of 1867 and 1982 
and the Geneva Conventions. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 
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Indigenous Studies 30 (NAT30)  
Recommended: History 10 or  

Native Studies 10 
Note: Students must have credit for 
History 30 or Native Studies 30 to 
satisfy graduation requirements.   

Open to Grade 12 students. 

Native Studies 30, as part of the 
province’s grade twelve Canadian 
Studies Program, is a credit course that 
students may complete in place of, or in 
addition to, History 30.  The five units in 
Native Studies 30 are:  Aboriginal and 
Treaty Rights, Governance, Land 
Claims and Treaty Land Entitlements, 
Economic Development, and Social 
Development.  The unique cultures of 
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples 
will be analyzed independently an                 
d in the context of pre-confederation 
and post-confederation history.  
Contemporary issues relevant to 
Aboriginal people will also be covered. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 

Psychology 30 (PSY30)  
No Prerequisite 

Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

Religions of the World 30 
(ROW30)  

No Prerequisite 
Open to Grade 11 and 12 students. 

This course is an examination of many 
of the world’s religions.  Students will 
have an opportunity to study the 
origins, development, and beliefs of 
these religions. In addition, 
opportunities will be provided for 
students to understand the influential 
role religion has played, or is playing, 
on a personal, cultural, national and 
international level.  Guest speakers 
and field trips to local places of worship 
will also enhance this course. 

Social Studies 08 

Social Studies 09 Native Studies 10 

History 10 

OR 

History 30 

*One Social Science required at the 20 or 30 level 
in addition to History 30. 

Law 30* 

History 20* 

Psychology 30* 

Native Studies 30 

SOCIAL SCIENCE  PATHWAY  

OR 

The Psychology 30 course is 
designed to provide an overview of 
the human development cycle from 
birth to death.  Students will engage in 
the study of human growth and major 
changes in behaviour at the various 
stages of life.  Specific topics to be 
explored include:  self-concept, 
sexuality, language, emotion, 
intelligence, biological development 
and social behaviours.  In addition, the 
impact of nature and nurture upon 
human development will be examined. 
 

This course is also available online 
through the Online Learning Centre. 
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University of  Saskatchewan 

 

 
For up-to-date admissions requirements, 

please visit their website. 
 
 
 

 
 

University of  Regina 
 

 
For up-to-date admissions requirement, 

please visit their website. 

 
 

 
 
 

  
   
  
  
   

 
 
 

                                  
 
 
 

Recruitment & Admissions                 
(306) 966-5788  

Email:  admissions@usask.ca 
Website:  www.explore.usask.ca 

Admissions Office 
Toll Free:  1-800-644-4756 
Website:  www.uregina.ca 

Saskatchewan Polytechnic 
(Formerly SIAST) 

Toll Free:  1-866-467-4278 
Website:  www.saskpolytech.ca 

First Nations University of  Canada 
1-800-267-6303 

Website:  www.fnuniv.ca 

Saskatchewan Indian Institute of  Technologies 
1-877-282-5622 

Website:  www.siit.ca 

POST-SECONDARY ADMISSION CONTACTS 
2019 - 2020 

mailto:admissions@usask.ca
http://www.explore.usask.ca/
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Join the hundreds of students who are enjoying the wide variety of 
                full-credit Grade 10-12 internet-based courses… 
• Continuous intake  
• Teacher-directed 
• Independent study 
• Over 35 courses available 
• Easy access to your teacher by phone, e-mail, or in person 
 
Please visit our website for more information: http://olc.spsd.sk.ca  

2019-2020 Online Courses:  
 
• English - ELA A10, B10, 20, A30, B30; Creative Writing 20, 30 

• Math - Foundations & Pre-Calculus 10; Foundations 20, 30; Workplace & Apprentice 10, 20, 30; 

  Mathématiques Pré-Calc 20 (French); Pre-Calculus 20, 30; Calculus 30 

• Social Science - History 30; Native Studies 30 

• Science - Biology 30; Chemistry 30; Computer Science 20, 30; Physical Science 20; Physics 30 

• Electives - Accounting 10, 20, 30; Communications Media 20, 30; Communications Media  

 (French) 20, 30; Geography 30; Journalism 20; Law 30; Photography 20; German 10, 20, 30;    

     Photography 20, Psychology 30 

As a Saskatoon Public School student, you are welcome to meet with a guidance counsellor at your 

home school to discuss including an online class to your timetable! 

 
Proudly offered by Saskatoon Public Schools 

http://olc.spsd.sk.ca

